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Biological networks, such as protein-protein interaction, regulatory, or metabolic net-
works, provide information about biological function, beyond what can be gleaned from se-
quence alone. Unfortunately, most computational problems associated with these networks
are NP-hard. In this dissertation, we develop algorithms to tackle numerous fundamental
problems in the study of biological networks.
First, we present a system for classifying the binding affinity of peptides to a diverse
array of immunoglobulin antibodies. Computational approaches to this problem are inte-
gral to virtual screening and modern drug discovery. Our system is based on an ensemble
of support vector machines and exhibits state-of-the-art performance. It placed 1st in the
2010 DREAM5 competition.
Second, we investigate the problem of biological network alignment. Aligning the
biological networks of different species allows for the discovery of shared structures and
conserved pathways. We introduce an original procedure for network alignment based on
a novel topological node signature. The pairwise global alignments of biological networks
produced by our procedure, when evaluated under multiple metrics, are both more accurate
and more robust to noise than those of previous work.
Next, we explore the problem of ancestral network reconstruction. Knowing the state of
ancestral networks allows us to examine how biological pathways have evolved, and how
pathways in extant species have diverged from that of their common ancestor. We describe
a novel framework for representing the evolutionary histories of biological networks and
present efficient algorithms for reconstructing either a single parsimonious evolutionary
history, or an ensemble of near-optimal histories. Under multiple models of network evo-
lution, our approaches are effective at inferring the ancestral network interactions. Addi-
tionally, the ensemble approach is robust to noisy input, and can be used to impute missing
interactions in experimental data.
Finally, we introduce a framework, GrowCode, for learning network growth models.
While previous work focuses on developing growth models manually, or on procedures
for learning parameters for existing models, GrowCode learns fundamentally new growth
models that match target networks in a flexible and user-defined way. We show that models
learned by GrowCode produce networks whose target properties match those of real-world
networks more closely than existing models.
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The analysis of biological networks holds the promise of fundamentally improving our
understanding of how life operates at the molecular scale. As new technologies and exper-
imental protocols provide a constant stream of higher quality experimental data, computer
science must meet the challenge of developing algorithms and building tools which make
the analysis and understanding of this raw data possible.
The goal of this work is to develop novel algorithms that allow us to answer impor-
tant questions about the structure, origin and function of interactions between biological
molecules. We can answer some of these questions by analyzing a single network, while
others require a comparative approach in which two or more networks must be analyzed in
tandem.
In particular, we explore four problems where the aim is to uncover the relationships
within and among biological networks. In Chapter 2, we describe a system which predicts
binding interactions between peptides and human immunoglobulin antibodies. Computa-
tional approaches to predict antibody binding are an integral part of modern drug discovery,
helping to target new and effective medications by enabling the virtual screening of an im-
mense number of candidate molecules. Therefore, we wish to develop methods that are as
accurate, as fast and as scalable as possible.
Uncovering antibody binding interactions can be viewed as an edge prediction task in
a bipartite network between the set of peptides and the set of antibodies, where an edge
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exists between an antibody and any peptide that binds to it. We develop a system, based on
an ensemble of diverse classifiers, that exhibits state-of-the-art performance in this epitope
classification task. Our system is able to predict these interactions with high accuracy
(86%), and also performs well with respect to other common classification metrics (area
under ROC and PR curves).
Next, we turn our attention to the problem of comparing extant biological networks
directly. The use of network data, in conjunction with sequence, allows us to gain more in-
sight into protein homology across species. Discovering shared structure in the biological
networks of different species allows us to transfer biological knowledge, such as the func-
tional annotations of proteins, between these species. Potential applications exist in the
clinical field as well. Network comparison can provide evidence about what mechanisms
and targets for drugs or treatments might have a higher probability of being transferred
from model or test organisms to humans.
In Chapter 3 we explore the problem of biological network alignment. To tackle this
alignment problem, we introduce a novel node descriptor based on the eigenvalues of the
normalized graph Laplacian for subgraphs of different radii around the node. This descrip-
tor is robust to small changes in graph structure, and for similar graphs, correlates highly
with true graph edit distance. We explore different alignment strategies and show that com-
bining the appropriate strategy with our new descriptor and a local search procedure leads
to state-of-the art performance in aligning various protein interaction networks. Addition-
ally, we suggest two novel metrics to gauge the quality of pairwise network alignments;
one which measures the topological quality of the alignment, and the other the biological
relevance.
We can address questions about the shared structure and evolutionary similarities and
differences between related organisms even more directly by attempting to reconstruct the
network topology of their common ancestor. We take this approach in Chapter 4, where
we present a solution to the problem of uncovering biological network interactions in an-
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cestral species. Knowing the topology of ancestral biological networks allows us to answer
questions about the conservation and divergence of protein interaction sub-networks and
regulatory and metabolic pathways. We infer ancestral network state by comparing the in-
teractions and gene duplication histories between extant biological networks. We develop
a framework to represent gene duplication histories that allows an efficient encoding of
the interactions between the constituent genes. This framework admits an efficient O(n2)
dynamic programming algorithm to determine the most parsimonious interaction history,
and hence, the ancestral network state, if one allows certain temporally inconsistent events.
We present a post-processing method that can remove these inconsistencies, but which may
possibly sacrifice the optimality of the computed solution. We test the effectiveness of this
framework under multiple models of regulatory network evolution, and show that we are
able to recover the topology of the ancestral regulatory network with high precision and
moderate to high recall under a broad range of network evolution parameters.
In Chapter 5, we substantially extend our approach to ancestral network reconstruction.
The improved approach sums over a large number of parsimonious and nearly parsimo-
nious evolutionary histories to obtain a posterior probability for the existence of ancestral
interactions. It provides three main benefits over the method of Chapter 4. First, since
ancestral interactions are given a relative weight, they can be ranked, allowing us to posit
their existence with varying degrees of confidence. Second, by considering an ensemble of
parsimonious histories rather than a single evolutionary history, the new method is made
more robust to noise in the input network. This is important since existing techniques for
measuring molecular interactions (specifically protein-protein interactions) are known to
produce a substantial number of false-negative and false-positive interactions. Finally, the
improved method yields a posterior probability for both ancestral and extant interactions.
This allows us to quantify the level of surprise we have in either observing or not observ-
ing an extant interaction given the structure of the duplication history and the presence or
absence of homologous interactions in related species. Thus, we can use our method to
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identify potential false-positive or false-negative interactions in existing experimental data
and suggest candidates for future targeted experiments.
Chapter 6 focuses on a new framework for representing and learning models of net-
work growth. We introduce a framework, GrowCode, in which network growth models
are represented as programs, composed of primitive instructions, which run on a virtual
machine. The instruction set we propose is capable of representing a number of existing
network growth models which produce networks with substantially different topological
properties. We then show how genetic programming can be used to effectively search the
space of programs and learn a growth model that matches a user-defined set of properties
of some target graph. Unlike previous work, which has focused primarily on the man-
ual development of network growth models or on the creation of automated procedures to
learn parameters for existing growth models, GrowCode is capable of automatically learn-
ing new models of network growth. We demonstrate that, for multiple different classes
of target graphs, automatically learned GrowCode models produce graphs with topolog-
ical properties more closely matching those of the real-world target graphs than existing
network growth models.
Chapter 7 suggests some interesting directions for future work. Specifically, we explore
the relationship between the network alignment problem, the ancestral network reconstruc-
tion problem and network growth model inference problem, and suggest how some of our
approaches might be combined to produce new methods that further improve the results
presented in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Epitope Prediction with Sequence and Structure-Based Features using
an Ensemble of SVMs
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present an effective computational method to predict the binding affinity
of peptides to antibodies. In particular, our system predicts high binding affinity to intra-
venous immunoglobulin (IVIg), and was developed in response to DREAM5 Challenge 1,
where it was the top performing solution. This is a particularly difficult task, due in part
to the great diversity exhibited by the challenge’s IVIg fractions, which are isolated from
up to 100,000 individuals. Understanding the binding of peptides to IVIg antibodies is an
important problem with numerous implications in the study of immune and autoimmune
disorders.
Our approach computes a wide array of different peptide features. Some of these fea-
tures arise from the peptide sequence alone, such as measures of localized physicochemical
properties, amino acid composition, and features derived from existing string kernel func-
tions. Other features are computed from inferred shape complementarity of the peptide
with experimentally measured immunoglobulin protein structures. The goal of consider-
ing such a diverse set of features is to capture as much relevant information as possible to
assist in determining the binding affinity of a given peptide. We train a probabilistic sup-
port vector machine (SVM) classifier on each feature independently, optimizing parameters
automatically by means of cross-validation.
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This procedure yields an ensemble of classifiers, the predictions of which are weighted
by a regularized cross-validation score and combined to classify novel peptide sequences.
One of the primary strengths of our approach is its ease of extensibility. New features and
even new classifiers can be easily incorporated into the ensemble. Our approach shows
promising results. By training efficient classifiers on a diverse set of features, our approach
obtains an area under the receiver operator characteristic (AUROC) curve of 0.893 and an
area under the precision recall curve (AUPR) of 0.772 on the withheld challenge testing
examples.
2.2 Related Work
While the particular challenge issued in the DREAM5 competition was new, there has been
a significant amount of work on predicting the binding affinity of peptides to various target
molecules. Various machine learning classifiers such as artificial neural networks [134],
hidden Markov models [16], and support vector machines [13] have been explored in tack-
ling the problem of predicting Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) binding peptides.
Much work has also focused on the prediction of T-cell and B-cell binding peptides.
Zhao et al. [138] explore various classifiers to predict peptide T-cell binding. Using a 10
dimensional feature vector to represent each amino acid, they discover that SVMs provide
the best classification performance in their task. Huang et al. [55] also explore the classifi-
cation of peptide binding to T-cells using a support vector machine classifier. They present
a novel peptide feature based on combining a 20-dimensional indicator vector with amino
acid similarity information encoded by the BLOSUM50 [54] matrix. Zhang et al. [135]
consider 3D features and a random forest based classifier to predict B-cell epitopes.
Nanni and Lumini, introduced the MppS system [90], which relies on an ensemble of
support vector machines, trained on various physicochemical properties, to classify pep-
tide binding to HIV-protease and T-cells. They use sequential floating forward selection
to select a subset of features, and combine the individual classifier predictions using the
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max rule [63]. More recently, Nanni and Lumini [91] have explored the use of a novel
peptide encoding scheme which relies on the use of nonlinear dimensionality reduction to
extract the information encoded across a large number of physicochemical properties. They
demonstrate that this novel feature representation, when used in conjunction with a support
vector machine classifier, exhibits state-of-the-art performance in predicting peptide T-cell
binding.
2.3 Approach
Our approach to the epitope classification task is based on an ensemble of learners. A study
of previous literature yields a wide variety of useful features for related epitope classifica-
tion tasks; though none of the previous work deals with such a wide variety of paratopes
— the regions of antibodies which recognize antigens — as is found in intravenous im-
munoglobulin fractions. The features we consider range from simple sequence-based fea-
tures, such as the average value of some physicochemical property over a sliding window of
amino acids, to more complicated structural features based on estimated docking accuracy
of the conjectured peptide conformation to a measured immunoglobulin structure.
Each of the features we consider are used, either separately or in small groups, to train
Support Vector Machine (SVM) models. Explicitly constructed features, which can be
represented as numerical vectors (see section 2.5.1 below), are trained using a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel. To perform the SVM training and classification, we use the libsvm
software [19].
For all features we consider, the optimal SVM parameters are discovered via a grid
search and cross-validation. For a given SVM model, the cross-validation accuracy for
the optimal set of parameters is used as a weight to combine the corresponding model’s
predictions with the others from the ensemble. To test our approach, we train on a subset
of 13,638 peptides. The features we consider obtain cross-validation accuracies on our
training subset ranging from ∼ 80%− ∼ 83%. When we combine the predictions of these
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classifiers on the testing subset, we obtain an accuracy above 86%. Furthermore, on the
testing subset, our ensemble achieves an area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(AUROC) curve of 0.893, and an area under the Precision Recall (AUPR) curve of 0.772,
both of which represent a substantial gain over the area under the respective curves of any
individual classifier.
2.4 Probabilistic Support Vector Machines
Motivated by the success of previous work in various protein prediction tasks [13, 90, 91,
138, 77], we chose to use a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as our classifier. Originally
introduced by Cortes and Vapnik [29], SVMs are efficient and highly accurate classifiers,
especially when one expects non-linear separability between classes and high-dimensional
training features. While the soft-margin formulation of SVMs allow for a maximum-
margin classifier of data, even when the training set is not perfectly separable, it still results
in a binary classification scheme. During the classification stage, instances are assigned
a hard label, as belonging to the negative or positive class. Such a hard labeling poses no
problem when only a single classifier is used to label test data. However, when an ensemble
of classifiers is used, it is useful to have extra information about the degree to which the
label assigned by each individual classifier should be trusted.
For this reason, we chose to use Platt’s extension [106], which provides probabilistic
outputs for a support vector machine’s classifications. Instead of receiving a 0-1 label,
each instance is given an a posteriori estimate of the probability with which it belongs
to the positive class, as illustrated in figure 2.1. Thus, we expect that instances which
clearly belong to the negative class will be given a value close to 0, while instances which
belong to the positive class will be given values close to 1. One can then devise a hard
classification rule by imposing a cutoff τ . Instances with a posteriori probabilities above τ
are considered to belong to the positive class. All other instances are then simply assigned





Figure 2.1: EAR: Probabilistic SVM
Probabilistic support vector machines assign each instance an a posteriori probability of
belonging to the positive class. These probabilities can then be used to obtain a hard
classification by imposing a decision rule which classifies instances whose probability is
greater than some threshold τ as belonging to the positive class, while other instances are
labeled as belonging to the negative class.
Having a probabilistic interpretation of the classification for data instances makes com-
bining the output of different classifiers a simple task. We use a variant of the sum rule,
where the predictions of the individual classifiers are summed and normalized to yield the
prediction of the ensemble. Specifically, the prediction of the ensemble for a particular









Where pj+(·) is the a posteriori probability output by classifier j, and aj is classifier j’s
cross-validation accuracy. A is a normalization factor equal to
∑M
j=0 a
j . We can then
simply take pens+ to be the probability with which the ensemble predicts xi to belong to the
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positive class, or we can obtain a discrete class prediction with the decision rule:
xi ∈

C+ if p+(xi) ≥ τ ,
C− otherwise.
In our experiments, we set τ as 0.5, but other values may be reasonable. In fact, one may
one may even learn the value of τ which yields the best performance by using a held-out
subset of the training data.
2.5 Features
2.5.1 Numerically Encoded Sequence Features
Some of the features we consider encode the peptide sequence directly as a numerical
vector. In this case, for each peptide, we can record the relevant features directly, and train
our SVM model using the RBF kernel.
There are two distinct types of sequence features that we encode numerically. First,
we consider a simple variation on the peptide encoding scheme presented by Huang and
Dai [55]. Essentially, we will encode each amino acid in the peptide by replacing its single
C E H R
Property Matrix
0 1  . . . K
Figure 2.2: EAR: Generic Encoding
The property matrix encoding scheme allows us to associate each amino acid with a row
of a 20×K property matrix,M. We may constructM to account for any amino acid
properties we deem to be relevant. Under this scheme, the representation for each peptide
is given by the concatenation of the encoding of its constituent amino acids; leading to
length Kd encoding for a peptide of length d.
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letter code with its corresponding row in the BLOSUM50 matrix. The BLOSUM50 ma-
trix contains empirically derived log-odds scores which encode the frequency of different
amino acid substitutions and is commonly used to measure the similarity between differ-
ent amino acids. Let the peptide of length d be given as x = (a0, a1, . . . , ad), where ai
is the amino acid in the ith position of the peptide. Further, let row(a) map the amino
acid a to its corresponding row in the BLOSUM50 matrix. We encode the peptide as
enc(x) = (row(a0), row(a1), . . . , row(ad)). For the length d peptide x, enc(x) will be
a 20k dimensional feature vector. In addition to the peptide encoding using the BLOSUM
matrix, we also consider the encoding using the nlf and sa matrices suggested by Nanni
and Lumini [91]. These matrices are derived by performing dimensionality reduction on
a large, rectangular (i.e. 20×k with k  20) matrix, where each row corresponds to an
amino acid and each column to some physicochemical property. The goal of the dimen-
sionality reduction is to decorrelate the physicochemical properties, reducing the column
space of the matrix significantly. The nlf matrix is a 20×18 matrix obtained using a nonlin-
ear fisher transform, while the na matrix is a 20×10 matrix obtained using a combination
of clustering and principal component analysis. As is shown in Figure 2.2, this scheme
generalizes naturally to any feature matrix.
The second type of sequence feature we encode numerically involves various physic-
ochemical properties of the constituent amino acids of each peptide. In particular, we
analyze the amino acid properties present in the Amino Acid Index (AAIndex) [60]. Each
AAIndex property provides a mapping from each of the 20 amino acids to a numerical
scale measuring some physicochemical attribute (e.g. hydrophobicity, antigenicity). Cur-
rently the AAIndex lists 544 different amino acid properties. We use an approach based on
a sliding window and histograms to turn each AAIndex property into a numerical feature
vector for a peptide. Consider a single AAIndex property AAIj , and let AAIj(a) represent
the numerical value to which the amino acid a is mapped under AAIndex property j.
To form a representation for the entire peptide x under the property AAIj , we could
11
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Figure 2.3: EAR: Sliding Window Scheme
The sliding window encoding scheme, with w = 3, is used to produce a representation of
the peptide in this figure based on each amino acid’s hydrophobicity. As the window
slides from left to right, each amino acid is visited in turn, and it’s hydrophobicity index is
averaged with that of the preceding and subsequent amino acids.





However, we find that this characterization of the peptide is too coarse-grained. Averaging
a particular amino acid property over the entire peptide prevents the detection of the spa-
tially localized signatures of the epitopes, which constitute only a sub-region of the whole
peptide. Thus, instead of using a single scalar to represent the entire peptide, we will con-
sider a sliding window of length w. Figure 2.3 illustrates this encoding procedure. As we
slide the window from left to right across the peptide, we will produce a separate average
for each window position. Thus, for a peptide of length d, we will produce a (d− w + 1)-
dimensional vector. By varying w, we can change the coarseness of this representation.
Through a process of experimenting with different values for this classification task, we
consider the computation of these features for w ∈ [3, 5].
2.5.2 String Kernel Features
String kernels are common in natural language processing, and have recently been adopted
in bioinformatics applications. Despite the many different variants, the intuition behind
most string kernels is the same — encode the relationships between a collection of words or
strings by counting the occurrences of shared substrings. However, despite their conceptual
simplicity, string kernels allow us to overcome the computationally difficult problem of
measuring the similarity of strings in the exponential space of possible substrings. The key
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benefit of string kernels, in fact, is the property shared by all kernel methods; they allow
us to measure the similarity between two data instances in some very large feature space
without requiring us to record feature vectors explicitly.
There are many different varieties of string kernels, ranging from the somewhat simple
k-spectrum kernel, which essentially counts the occurrence of all k-mers in each peptide,
to the more complex substring-mismatch kernel [78], which considers all shared subse-
quences between two peptides, allowing for gaps and mismatches. Since we make direct
use of these string kernels, and do not alter their implementation or output in any way, we
simply list the kernels we consider and the relevant reference for each in Table 2.1.
Kernel Parameters Reference
k-spectrum k = 3,4,5,6 [77]
SSSK (triple kernel) d = 6 [72]
bounded range substring r = 8 [122]
Table 2.1: EAR: String Kernels
The output of each of these methods is a matrix, known as the kernel matrix, in which
the entry at row i and column j is the result of the kernel evaluation between data instances i
and j. To train a SVM model for each of these string kernels, we simply compute the kernel
matrix, and then make use of the ability of libsvm to train a model using a precomputed
kernel.
2.5.3 Structure Features
The features described above allow us to measure many diverse properties of peptides. Yet,
they are based overwhelmingly on sequence information. We know, however, that binding
relies, in part, on conformation complementarity between an epitope and antibody. While
the sequence certainly informs the peptide’s conformation, we also attempt to measure this
complementarity directly. We first hypothesize a structure for each peptide, and then com-
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pute the complementarity of this structure to the measured structure of an immunoglobulin
(IgG1) molecule.
First, we compute a hypothesized 3-dimensional structure for each peptide. To perform
this task, we make use of the Biochemical Algorithms Library (BALL) [10]. For a partic-
ular peptide x, we place the amino acids into the 3D structure in sequence. We position
the side chains for each amino acid by choosing the most frequently occurring rotamer
position from a rotamer library. The peptide constructed in this manner may not have a
globally consistent structure. For example, self-intersections and physically unlikely po-
sitions may occur since the peptide was constructed sequentially without accounting for
the global conformations. Thus, we optimize the initial structure of each peptide, by per-
forming an energy minimization using the AMBER [107] force field. This procedure alters
the conformation of the peptide; relaxing the structure until a (possibly local) energy min-
imum is achieved. After this process completes, we expect the peptide to be in a globally
consistent state, if not necessarily in its native conformation.
Additionally, we obtained an experimentally measured 3D structure for IgG1, the most
prevalent class of IgG antibody present in intravenous immunoglobulin. Finally, we mea-
sure the conformational complementarity of each of our hypothesized peptide structures
with the immunoglobulin structure. To compute this complementarity, we perform a protein-
protein docking simulation for each of the constructed peptides against IgG1 using the
ZDock software [21]. Each ZDock run produces a list of the 2000 top-ranked (according
to ZDock’s criteria) docking predictions for each peptide. Each prediction consists of a
location and orientation for the peptide, describing the location on the immunoglobulin
molecule where the docking occurred, as well as a ZDock score. The ZDock score pro-
vides a measure of the complementarity of the peptide and immunoglobulin conformation
in the docking region and is used as a proxy for the overall quality of the docking. For
each peptide, we form a histogram from the 2000 ZDock scores, and use this histogram


















Figure 2.4: EAR: Structural Features
Our structural features are composed of a histogram of ZDock scores between a
hypothesized peptide conformation and a measured immunoglobulin conformation. The
peptide on the left has poor shape complementarity with the immunoglobulin molecule,
and therefore, a distribution of docking scores skewed toward low values. Conversely, the
peptide on the right has good shape complementarity with the immunoglobulin molecule
and a distribution of docking scores skewed toward high values. We expect that peptide on
the right, having good shape complementarity with the target antibody, is a more likely
binder than the peptide on the left.
whose ZDock score distributions are skewed toward high scores to have better shape com-
plementarity and, therefore, to be more likely binders than peptides whose ZDock score
distributions are skewed toward low scores (see Figure 2.4).
2.6 Feature Combination
Applying the procedures described above yields an ensemble of SVM models trained on a
medley of diverse features; ranging from running averages of physicochemical features to
scores from protein docking simulations. In addition to the feature diversity obtained by
considering such a diverse set of features, each SVM model is trained separately; leading,
also, to a high degree of parametric diversity (i.e. the parameters with which the models
are trained).
Each SVM model will yield a prediction for each peptide in the testing set. Let pj+(xi)
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be the probability that the ith peptide is in the positive class for classifier j. Recall that
because we are using the probabilistic extension to SVMs [106], these probabilities are
given directly. We combine the predictions for all of the classifiers in the ensemble using a
variation on the approach presented by Nanni and Lumini [90], which is itself an extension
of the sum-rule. We normalize the predictions for each classifier to have a standard devi-
ation 1. Next, we combine the predictions from each of the j classifiers according to ??.
By simply sorting each peptide in the testing set according to this value, we produce a rank
ordered list of the peptides which we believe belong to the positive (high binding affinity)
class.
2.7 Results
We test the performance of our method on a set of 13,640 held-out peptides. We are in-
terested in examining both the overall performance of the ensemble classifier, as well as
the relative improvement we obtain by employing the ensemble as opposed to its con-
stituent classifiers. To analyze the classifiers’ performance, we use two standard metrics,
the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, and the area under the
precision/recall (PR) curve.
The ROC curve measures how the true positive rate of a classifier performs as the false
positive rate is increased. An ideal classifier will recall all of the true positive data instances
before recalling even a single false positive. Hence, the perfect ROC curve obtains an ordi-
nate value of 1 with the abscissa at 0, and the value remains there as the false positive rate
is increased. Analyzing the ROC curves for the classifiers in our ensemble (Figure 2.5a),
we observe that many of the classifiers show similar performance, with the exception of
the structural classifier which displays significantly lower classification performance. The
ensemble, however, yields superior performance compared to any of its constituent classi-
fiers. Thus, at any given false positive rate, the ensemble classifier will obtain a higher true
positive rate than any of the other classifiers. This also implies that the ensemble classifier
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ranks first when we consider the aggregate metric of the total area under the ROC curve
(AUROC). This metric distills the information contained in the ROC curve into a commen-
surate number which can be analyzed across different classifiers. A perfect classifier has
an AUROC of 1; our ensemble classifier has an AUROC of 0.893.
Table 2.2: EAR: Single vs. Ensemble
This table shows the performance of a number of different classifiers, as well as the
ensemble classifier, with respect to the AUROC and AUPR metrics. The ensemble obtains
the best AUROC and AUPR scores. The best single classifier (marked with a *), under
both the AUROC and AUPR metrics is the local composition classifier, which performs a
sliding window encoding of a number of different physicochemical properties as described
in Section 2.5.1. While this classifier performs almost as well as the ensemble under the
AUROC metric, the ensemble yields a substantial performance boost (> 3%) under the
AUPR metric.
vs. ensemble
Features AUROC AUPR ∆AUROC ∆AUPR
k-spectrum 0.85 0.70 -0.043 -0.072
Sparse Spatial Sample 0.87 0.73 -0.023 -0.042
Nonlinear Fisher Mat. 0.86 0.69 -0.024 -0.082
Statistical Analysis Mat. 0.85 0.67 -0.025 -0.102
BLOSUM Encoding 0.86 0.70 -0.024 -0.072
Local Composition∗ 0.88 0.74 -0.013 -0.032
Structure 0.74 0.53 -0.153 -0.242
ensemble 0.89 0.77
The PR curve presents a related view of classifier performance to the ROC curve. It
measures how the precision changes as the recall is increased. However, the ROC and PR
curves measure different quantities, and the relationship between them is more complex
than one might first expect. For example, Davis and Goadrich [31] show that algorithms
which maximize the AUROC do not necessarily maximize the AUPR. Indeed, an inspec-
tion of the PR curves of our classifiers (figure 2.5b) highlights some differences in classifier
performance that are not apparent in the ROC curves. For very small recall values (i.e. re-
call≤ 0.1), the sparse spatial sample and k-spectrum string kernels yield the best (and very
similar) precision. However, for the vast majority of recall values, the ensemble classi-
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fier yields the highest precision. Just as was the case with the ROC curves, the ensemble
again achieved the maximum area under the PR curve. While the AUPRs were generally
lower than the AUROCs, we did observe that the benefit of the ensemble was larger with
respect to the PR curves than the ROC curves. Table 2.2 provides a numeric comparison
between a number of different classifiers, showing how they compare to each other and to
the ensemble with regard to the AUROC and AUPR metrics.
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(a) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Perf.
(b) Precision / Recall (PR) Perf.
Figure 2.5: EAR: AUROC & AUPR Results
Figure 2.5a shows the performance of various classifiers as well as that of the ensemble,
as characterized by the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ensemble
obtains a higher area under the ROC curve (a common metric of overall classification
performance) than any of the other classifiers. Additionally, we observe that the ensemble
demonstrates uniformly superior performance with respect to the ROC curve. Figure 2.5b
illustrates the performance of the same set of classifiers as characterized by their
precision/recall (PR) curves. We note that while two string kernels (the k-spectrum and
sparse spatial sample kernels) show the best performance at very low recall values, the
ensemble again obtains the highest area under the PR curve. It also obtains the highest
precision over a large range of recall values.
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2.8 Generating Novel Peptides
We also participated in the bonus round of DREAM5 challenge 1. This required the sub-
mission of novel peptides along with their predicted reactivity category (high (H), medium
(M), or low(L)). These de novo predictions had to adhere to a set of rules meant to enforce
sequence diversity from the original data set. Specifically, the de novo sequences predicted
to be in the H or L reactivity category could not share any 4-mer, or exhibit a sequence
identity of greater than 6 amino acids in any subsequence of length 11, with any sequence
in the same reactivity category in the training set. Our predictions were actually more strin-
gent, as we extended these restrictions to those sequences in the testing set as well. Subject
to these constraints, we submitted 1500, 3000 and 1500 peptides in each of the H, M and L
categories respectively.
Since our classifier is discriminative, rather than generative, in nature, we made our
predictions by first generating the de novo peptide sequences and then assigning them a
reactivity category according to the predictions of our classifier. We generated the de novo
sequences using a sampling approach that corresponds, intuitively, to a seeded random walk
in sequence space. To obtain a putative sequence for reactivity class C, we choose a seed
sequence s ∈ C from the training set, and randomly mutate its constituent amino acids until
it adheres to the sequence diversity rules. We seeded our de novo predictions with 6000
sequences from the training set — 3000 sequences with the highest experimentally mea-
sured reactivity and 3000 sequences with the lowest experimentally measured reactivity.
We classified these 6000 sequences and sorted them according to their a priori probability
of belonging to the positive class. There were 2468 peptides with an a priori probability
greater than or equal to 0.5, and 3542 with an a priori probability less than 0.5. The 1500
sequences with the highest probabilities were predicted belong to class H, while the 1500
sequences with the lowest probabilities were predicted to belong to class L. The remaining




































































(b) Our de novo predictions
Figure 2.6: EAR: De Novo Predictions
The distribution of measured affinities for the de novo peptides predicted to belong to the
low (L) and high (H) binding affinity classes. The horizontal line at 10,000 indicates the
binding affinity cutoff above which a peptide is considered to have a high binding affinity.
The top 400 and bottom 200 of our de novo predictions, as well as the same number
generated by the team that placed second (Pavia) in the original challenge, were synthe-
sized. The binding affinity of these de novo predictions were then experimentally mea-
sured. We discover that both our classifier and that of the Pavia team seem to be doing
well in producing both binding and non-binding peptides. However, our de novo approach
seems to do much better at generating binding peptides compared with that of the other
team (Figure 2.6).
Furthermore, the set of peptides produced using our approach is much more diverse
than the set generated by team Pavia’s approach. To quantify the diversity, we create a
graph from the set of predicted high and low binding affinity peptides, where each peptide
is a vertex in the graph and two different peptides are connected by an edge if they have
less than a specified number x of differences. For each graph, we consider each vertex v,
and compute a maximal independent set that is guaranteed to contain v. This yields n max-
imal independent sets (where n is the order of the graph). We compute the average size of
these maximal independent sets, and observe how this value changes as we vary the cutoff
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Figure 2.7: EAR: De Novo Diversity
The diversity of the de novo high and low predicted binding affinity peptides. The sequence
diversity among our peptides is significantly higher — almost all of them differ in at least 9
of their 15 possible positions. The peptides submitted for experimental validation by team
Pavia, however, are highly redundant in terms of their sequence.
parameter x. At a given cutoff level x, the larger the average size of the maximal indepen-
dent sets, the more independent peptides exist (i.e. peptides having x or more differences).
According to this metric, our de novo predictions exhibit substantially more diversity than
the predictions of team Pavia (Figure 2.7). In particular, note that until a distance cutoff
of 9, almost all of our peptides (in both the high and low affinity sets) belong to a single
independent set which spans the entire graph. The de novo predictions of the Pavia team,
however, share a great deal of sequence similarity, representing a very dense sampling of
the sequence space near only a few particular points.
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2.9 Conclusion and Future Work
The ensemble classification scheme we have presented exhibits state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in the task of classifying the binding affinity of peptides to human immunoglobulin
fractions. Further, we are able to combine our classifier with a seeded random walk in se-
quence space to predict de novo high and low binding affinity peptides with high accuracy.
While the existing classifier performs well, there are promising directions for future work.
Currently, the single classifier with the poorest performance is the one based on structural
features. It is likely the case that this performance deficit is due more to particular imple-
mentation details than to the nature of the features being considered. For example, ZDock
considers only rigid docking of the peptides to immunoglobulin. This means that any error
in the hypothesized structure which decreases the peptides shape complementarity with the
immunoglobulin structure, will result in lower docking scores. However, our confidence
in the hypothesized peptide structures is not particularly high, and we should admit con-
formational changes in these structures if they lead to better docking. Thus, the structural
features may change significantly if we consider a non-rigid docking procedure, where
conformational changes in the paratope, epitope, or both are allowed. It is actually quite
surprising that, using only a single IGg1 model and considering only perfectly rigid dock-
ing, the structure based classifier obtained such respectable performance. This indicates
that improving the computation of the structural features is a promising way to increase
prediction accuracy.
Another venue for future improvement is to further expand the diversity of the ensemble
classifier. Our method is designed so that it is simple to incorporate the predictions of new
classifiers into the ensemble’s predictions. It will be interesting to see if the performance
of our classifier can be improved simply by considering an even larger and more diverse




This chapter is based on the paper “Global Network Alignment Using Multiscale Spectral
Signatures”, written in collaboration with C. Kingsford, that is currently under review.
3.1 Introduction and Related Work
In this chapter, we explore methods for the comparative analysis of biological networks
by means of network alignment. Algorithms for the accurate and efficient alignment and
comparison of biological sequences were among the first major successes of computational
biology, and these methods are in wide-spread use today. Yet, genomic sequence provides
only a partial view of the biological system that it encodes. For example, it has been shown
that, across species, the protein with the most similar sequence does not always play the
same functional role [112], and that topological information can be used to disambiguate
sequence-similar proteins and determine functional orthology [6].
While the technologies and experimental techniques used to obtain biological networks
are not yet as prevalent or cost-effective as those used to obtain biological sequences, a
number of high-throughput techniques such as yeast two- hybrid (Y2H) screening [41] and
tandem affinity purification mass spectrometry (TAP-MS) [50], and ChIP-seq [59] exist. As
a result, the available biological network data has been steadily increasing. For example,
the number of interactions cataloged in BioGRID [15], a popular repository for biological
interaction datasets, has increased from 157,123 in 2006 to 392,218 in June 2011. As new
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techniques are developed, and the cost of experiments continues to fall, we expect an even
more rapid growth of biological network data.
A solution to the global network alignment problem is an injective mapping f from
the nodes of one network G = (VG, EG) into another network H = (VH , EH) such that
the structure of G is well preserved. This global mapping allows us to measure the sim-
ilarity between proteins in G and those in H in terms of shared interaction patterns. By
exposing large subnetworks with shared interactions patterns across species, a network
alignment allows us to transfer protein function annotations from one organism to another
using more information than can be captured by sequence alone. For example, it has been
shown that, across species, the protein with the most similar sequence does not always
play the same functional role [112], and that topological information can be used to dis-
ambiguate sequence-similar proteins and determine functional orthology [6]. Additionally,
by looking at the magnitude of structure conserved between G and H , we can measure the
similarity between these networks and infer phylogenetic relationships between the corre-
sponding species [69]. We can also hypothesize the existence of unobserved interactions
(missing edges), remove noise from error-prone, high-throughput experiments, and track
the evolution of pathways.
Our approach to the global network alignment problem uses a novel measure of topo-
logical node similarity that is based on multiscale spectral signatures. These signatures
are composed from the spectra of the normalized Laplacian for subgraphs of varying sizes
centered around a node. We combine this highly specific yet robust node signature with a
seed-and-extend alignment strategy that explicitly enforces the proximity of aligned neigh-
borhoods. The initial alignment is improved by means of a local search procedure. We
implement these ideas in our network alignment software, GHOST, which exceeds state-
of-the-art accuracy under several different metrics of alignment quality.
There has been significant interest in the network alignment problem, and previous
work can naturally be divided into three main categories: approaches to local network
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alignment, approaches to network querying, and approaches to global network alignment.
Because we are introducing a system for global network alignment, we restrict our discus-
sion to the relevant work in this area.
Singh et al. [115] introduced IsoRank that uses a recursively defined measure of topo-
logical similarity between nodes in different networks. They proposed an eigenvector-
based formulation to discover a high-scoring matching. Liao et al. [80] developed Iso-
RankN, which extends IsoRank with a new algorithm for multiple network alignment based
on spectral clustering. Chindelevitch et al. [22] use a local search heuristic, which they
call PISWAP, to iteratively improve an initial alignment that is based solely on sequence
data. The Graemlin aligner was originally developed by Flannick et al. [43] to discover
evolutionarily conserved modules across multiple biological networks. Later, it was ex-
tended [44] to perform global multiple network alignment (Graemlin2). However, this
approach relies on a variety of additional information about the networks being aligned,
including phylogenetic information. Further, sample alignments are required for the pa-
rameter learning phase of Graemlin2.
The GRAAL family of programs, like IsoRank, perform unconstrained and global
pairwise alignments of biological networks. Kuchaiev et al. [68] originally introduced
GRAAL, which measures the topological similarity of nodes in different networks based
on the distance between their graphlet degree signatures and aligns the networks using a
seed-and-extend strategy. Milenkoviç et al. [87] then introduced H-GRAAL, which relies
on the same graphlet degree signatures used by GRAAL but performs the alignment of the
networks by solving the linear assignment problem via the Hungarian algorithm [71]. Fi-
nally, Kuchaiev and Prz̆ulj [69] introduced MI-GRAAL, which combines these two align-
ment strategies. It relies on a seed-and-extend alignment procedure but uses the Hungar-
ian algorithm to compute the assignment between local neighborhoods of the two graphs
that maximizes the sum of their linear scoring function. MI-GRAAL also incorporates a
number of other topological metrics, in addition to the graphlet degree signatures, to help
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quantify the topological similarity between nodes.
Recently, multiple attempts have been made to tackle the biological network alignment
problem using graph matching. Klau [64] introduced a non-linear integer program to max-
imize a structural matching score between two given networks and then showed how the
problem can be linearized, yielding an integer linear program (ILP), and finally suggested
a Lagrangian relaxation approach to the ILP. Later, El-Kebir et al. [37] extended this ap-
proach and improved the upper and lower bounds of the relaxation, implementing their
approach in the Natalie 2.0 software package. The HopeMap approach of Tian and Sama-
tova [124] used an algorithm that iteratively merges conserved connected components. Za-
slavskiy et al. [133] explore the use of a number of graph matching methods, particularly
the PATH and GA methods, which attempt to find a permutation matrix between vertices
of the networks being aligned that maximizes a score that is a combination of the structural
similarity and conserved interactions of the matched vertices. This optimization is NP-
hard and they must rely on a relaxation to discover an approximate solution. Many similar
graph-matching approaches have been applied to shape matching in computer graphics
and computer vision [126, 94, 34]. All of these matching-based approaches require a large
number of constraints to be placed on the set of potential alignments, usually in the form of
homology information between the proteins of the networks being aligned, in order to run
in a reasonable amount of time. These constraints vastly reduce the search space and help
bring these computationally burdensome methods into the realm of tractability. However,
the hard constraints introduced by the homology information can have a negative effect on
the ability of these methods to discover truly novel functional homologs between highly
divergent species. In a way, these methods focus more on discovering conserved patterns
of interactions between proteins that are already posited to be homologous, rather than
on performing a truly de novo and unconstrained alignment of biological networks that
is merely guided by homology information. GHOST takes a hybrid approach, where the
initial alignment can be constrained by some aspect of the scoring function, but the local
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search procedure allows exploration into regions of the alignment space that do not adhere
to the original constraints.
Our network aligner, GHOST, combines a novel spectral signature to measure topolog-
ical similarity with a seed-and-extend alignment procedure, and an iterative local search
step. In sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we show that GHOST performs much better than current
aligners at the network self-alignment task. In section 3.3.3, we compare an ensemble of
alignments produced by different aligners as we vary their parameter settings to trade off
between the topological and biological quality of the alignments they produce. GHOST
consistently outperforms the other aligners in these tests and is able to produce alignments
higher overall quality. This improved quality will be useful for more accurate comparative
systems biology.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Measuring Alignment Quality
It is challenging to state the global network alignment problem formally and precisely
because a “good” alignment balances two, often disparate, goals. A high-quality global
alignment between two biological networks should reveal shared topological structure be-
tween the networks being aligned, while also respecting the strong evidence for homology
revealed via sequence analysis.
Neither of these goals, however, should act as hard constraints when aligning two net-
works, and a high-quality global network alignment should strive to satisfy both the topo-
logical and sequence requirements. This naturally leads to two distinct measures for the
quality of network alignments; one quantifies topological quality, the degree of shared
structure revealed between the two networks, and the other quantifies biological quality,
how well the alignment respects the biological and functional similarities of the proteins.
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G H
Figure 3.1: ALIGNMENT: Induced Conserved Substructure vs. Edge Correctness
The mapping from G to H given by the solid green arrows can be considered a better
alignment than that given by the dashed red arrows, despite the fact that they both have the
same edge correctness.
Topological Quality. A topological quality metric should measure the degree to which
the structure of G is preserved, under f (the computed injective mapping from VG to VH),
when mapped into H . For example, we expect that an alignment of high topological
quality will map interacting proteins in G to interacting proteins in H . The most com-
mon measure of topological quality is edge correctness, which measures the percentage
of edges from G that are aligned to edges in H . Let G[V ] be the induced subgraph of
G on the vertex set V , f(V ) = {f(v) | v ∈ V }, f(E) = {(f(u), f(v)) | (u, v) ∈ E} and





Despite its prevalence, edge correctness fails to differentiate alignments that one might
intuitively consider to be of different topological quality (see Section 3.2.1) because it
accounts only for the number of edges from G that are mapped into H and incorporates no
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notion of the similarity between G and the induced subgraph of f(G).
We introduce a new measure of topological quality, the induced conserved structure
(ICS) score, that uses a more discriminative notion of conserved structure than EC. We
define the ICS score between G and H induced by the alignment f as
ICS(G,H, f) =
∣∣f(EG) ∩ EH∣∣∣∣EH[f(VG)]∣∣ . (3.2)
Notice that, for the example given in Section 3.2.1, while the edge EC score of both the
green and red mappings is 1, the ICS successfully distinguishes the two cases. In particular,
the ICS of the green mapping remains 1, while the ICS of the red mapping becomes 0.4,
agreeing with the intuition that the green mapping conserves more structure than does the
red mapping. Also, note that the ICS score is 1 if and only if G is isomorphic to H[f(VG)].
Thus, alignments that map subgraphs of G into denser subgraphs of H , where there are
potentially many more mappings, will be punished under the ICS score while they will not
be punished under the standard edge correctness score. Note that optimizing EC and ICS
directly is, in general, NP-hard. This can be shown by reduction from CLIQUE, since
when G is a clique, both EC and ICS are 1 if and only if H contains a clique of order |VG|.
Biological Quality. Given an alignment, f : G → H , a measure of biological quality
should evaluate the similarity of p and f(p) in terms of biological function. The most com-
mon measure of similarity computes the enrichment of shared Gene Ontology [123] (GO)
annotations between the mapped proteins. The greater the enrichment, the higher the bio-
logical quality of the alignment. In most previous work [115, 69], two GO annotations are
considered the same only if they are identical.
This common metric has two main disadvantages. First, many GO terms are assigned
largely based on sequence homology to proteins with verified annotations, which strongly
biases the results in favor of alignments that ignore topology completely and align proteins
based solely on sequence similarity. Additionally, measuring the functional enrichment be-
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tween proteins by considering only exact overlap between their associated GO annotations
ignores the hierarchical structure of annotation similarity encoded in the ontology. Only
recently has the literature on network alignment [37] started to use methods [58] that use
the hierarchical structure of GO. Most previous work [115, 80, 68, 69] considers only the
exact overlap metric, and it is potentially misleading.
While the issue that annotations often come from sequence remains a concern, we
address the second concern by using an additional metric of protein function similarity
that takes into account the relationships between annotations encoded by the GO hierarchy.
Pesquita et al. [104] recently compared a number of methods for computing protein similar-
ities based on GO annotations. They find that one of the best performing methods computes
the similarity of GO terms using the Resnik ontological similarity measure and combines
annotation similarities using the best-match average strategy to obtain a functional similar-
ity measure on proteins. We adopted an implementation of this measure provided in the
csbl.go R-project package [95]. We denote this similarity measure by sa(p1, p2), where a
is an aspect — Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function (MF) and Cellular Compo-
nent (CC) — of GO. The similarity measure between networks G and H induced by the




One of the primary contributions of our work is the introduction of a novel topological
signature for nodes in a network. We use these signatures to guide our network alignment
and to provide a measure of the similarity, or topological context, of nodes within their
respective networks. Useful topological signatures should be precise, robust to topological
variation, and fast to compute. Spectral graph theory provides tools that allow us to develop
a signature having all of these properties.
There is a well-studied and strong relationship between the structure of a graph and
the spectrum of its adjacency matrix and other related matrices. For example, isomorphic
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graphs are necessarily cospectral, though cospectral graphs are not necessarily isomorphic.
However, simple comparison of spectra provide a powerful isomorphism filter in practice.
In fact, using the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of graphs, Babai et al. [5] devel-
oped an algorithm for graph isomorphism that is polynomial in the algebraic multiplicity
of the graph.
The spectra of graphs are also robust to topological variations. Wilson and Zhu [131]
show that the distance between the spectra of the normalized Laplacian of graphs corre-
lates well, at least for small perturbations, with the true edit distance between the graphs.
Further, such spectra are efficient to compute. It takes O(n3) time to compute the spectrum
for dense graphs with n vertices. However, for sparse graphs, like the biological graphs in
which we are interested, faster algorithms exist [98]. For any subgraph, the computation of
the spectrum is an independent operation and can be parallelized.
Our vertex signature is based on the spectrum of the normalized Laplacian for sub-
graphs of various radii centered around a vertex. Consider a graph G = (VG, EG) and
vertex v. We denote by Gkv the induced subgraph on all nodes whose unweighted shortest-
path length from v is less than or equal to k. We denote by W kv the adjacency matrix of
Gkv . In all experiments performed in this paper, we use the unweighted adjacency matrix,
though using a weighted adjacency matrix is also possible. Finally, let the matrix Dkv be
given by





v [i, `] if i = j
0 otherwise.
(3.3)
Then, the normalized Laplacian of Gkv is Lkv = (Dkv)
1
2 (I − W kv )(Dkv)
1
2 , where I is the
appropriately-sized identity matrix. The eigendecomposition of this normalized Laplacian
yields LkvV = ΛV , where the sizes of V and Λ are the same as that of Lkv , but Λ is a
diagonal matrix. We denote spectrum of Lkv by σ(Lkv), which is simply the entries along
the main diagonal of Λ.
Many properties of σ(Lkv) make it an enticing candidate for a vertex signature. Since the
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Lkv is a positive, symmetric, semi-definite matrix with real entries, σ(Lkv) consists entirely
of non-negative real numbers. Further, the entries of σ(Lkv) are bounded below by 0 and
above by 2. Finally, many topological properties of a graph, such as the number of spanning
trees, the Cheeger constant, the distribution of path lengths [23], and the frequency of
motifs [109] are known to be related to the spectrum of its Laplacian.
However, for different vertices, the size of their k-hop neighborhoods will vary and
thus the length of their spectra will be different and so the spectra cannot be directly com-
pared. To overcome this difficulty, we consider the densities of the spectra rather than the
spectra themselves. The spectral density simply measures how eigenvalues are distributed
over their potential range ([0, 2] in the case of the normalized Laplacian). This yields a
commensurate signature that is independent of the order of the graph, but is nonetheless
effective in measuring the structural similarity of graphs [7]. For each Gkv , which we will
use this spectral density, denoted by Skv , as a signature.
To compare the topological context of vertices at different scales, we simply consider
the induced subgraphs for a range of different radii centered about v (i.e. G1v, G
2
v, . . . , G
k
v).
This leads, in turn, to a set of different spectra, and subsequently, different signatures.
However, since the radii have the same meaning across different vertices and graphs (it
is just the diameter of the neighborhood), the corresponding signatures can be compared
directly and independently of the signatures at other radii. This leads to a simple scheme for
comparing the topological contexts of two vertices at multiple scales using our signature.
Given two graphs, G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH), with u ∈ VG and v ∈ VH , and
a sequence of radii R = [1, 2, . . . , k] (for all experiments performed in this paper, we set
k = 4), we compute the distance between the signatures of u and v for this sequence of
radii as




where d(·, ·) can be any desired distance between the two signatures. We use d = dstruct,
the structural distance as defined by [7]. The structural distance is a symmetric information
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theoretic distance defined on the smoothed spectral densities of two graphs. Specifically,
the structural distance between signatures, S iu and S iv, for a particular i, is given by:
dstruct(S iu,S iv) = JS(N (0, η2) ? S iu,N (0, η2) ? S iv), (3.5)
where N (0, η2) is the normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation η (we used
a value of η = 0.01 as suggested in [7]), ? is the convolution operator, and JS is the
Jensen-Shannon divergence. In the case that the maximum radius of the subgraph centered




< r < k. The motivation
behind this distance is to measure structural similarity of a pair of vertices by comparing
the spectral distributions of their surrounding subgraphs. By considering the subgraphs at
multiple scales, we first compare the most immediate and then the broader-scale topological
contexts of the two vertices. Both empirical results [7] and intuition lead us to believe that
comparing the spectral distributions of graphs, like comparing their spectra directly [131],
is an effective way to measure their topological similarity.
In a manner similar to IsoRank [115], we can incorporate sequence information into
our distance measure between two proteins u and v by using a simple combination of
the topological distance — Dtopo(SRu ,SRv ) as defined in ?? — and a sequence distance,
Dseq(u, v), such as the symmetrized BLAST E-value. The total distance measure is a linear
combination of the topological and sequence distance, parameterized by some weight α and
is given by
Dα(u, v) = αDtopo(SRu ,SRv ) + (1.0− α)Dseq(u, v). (3.6)
If no user-suggested α is provided, GHOST automatically computes α by scaling the se-




GHOST aligns networks using a two-phase approach. Much like the strategy used in the
sequence alignment tool BLAST [3], GHOST’s initial phase employs a seed-and-extend
strategy that seeds regions of an alignment with high scoring pairs of nodes from the dif-
ferent networks and then extends the alignments around the neighborhoods of these two
nodes. The neighborhoods are matched by computing an approximate solution to the
quadratic assignment problem (QAP). This procedure executes in rounds until all nodes
from the smaller of the two networks have been aligned with some node from the larger
network. GHOST’s second phase uses a local search strategy to explore regions of the
solution space around the initial alignment for a potentially better solution.
The algorithm is given formally in Algorithms 1 and 2. First, an alignment is seeded
with a high-scoring match M̂0 = (M̂0G, M̂
0
H). This is a pair of vertices between which the
specified Dα (??) is minimal. Then, we consider all pairwise matches between the 1-hop
neighborhoods of these two vertices, M =
[
(i, j) | i ∈ N (M̂0G)), j ∈ N (M̂0H))
]
, and form
a quadratic assignment matrix Q given by:
Q[(g1, h1, g2, h2)] =

1−Dα(g1, h1) if (g1, h1) = (g2, h2)
C(g1, h1, g2, hh) otherwise.
The arguments toQ, (g1, h1) and (g2, h2), are matches fromM , where g1 and g2 are vertices
in G and h1 and h2 are the vertices in H with which they are matched. The pairwise
consistency between potential matches (g1, h1) and (g2, h2) is given by
C(g1, h1, g2, h2) = exp(
− |Dtopo(g1, h1)−Dtopo(g2, h2)|
Dtopo(g1, h1) +Dtopo(g2, h2)
).
We approximate the solution to the quadratic assignment problem by finding the lead-
ing eigenvector of Q and binarizing this vector to select matches that adhere to the
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matching constraints (further details on this QAP approximation algorithm can be found
in Leordeanu and Hebert [74]). The solution to the QAP assigns each protein from the
smaller of the two neighborhoods to exactly one protein in the larger neighborhood. This
mapping is used to align the currently unmapped proteins in these neighborhoods, and the
matches are inserted into a priority queue as potential seeds by which to further extend
the alignment between these local neighborhoods. However, we only accept mappings that
align proteins with a sequence distance less than a certain (user defined) value β. This
is because a seed-and-extend approach is implicitly biased in favor of extending topolog-
ical alignments, and may otherwise match proteins with very little evidence of sequence
homology, simply because they reside in the neighborhoods of already aligned proteins.
Biologically, it is more plausible that a pair of proteins with very low sequence similarity
happen to be adjacent to a pair of currently aligned proteins by chance, or as the result of
spurious edges in the measured networks, than it is that they are truly functional homologs.
We continue extending the alignment in this manner by picking a new pair of center
nodes in the now-aligned topological neighborhoods of the original seed nodes, and align-
ing their 1-hop neighborhoods using the QAP procedure. This process continues until no
further extension of the alignment between the current neighborhoods is possible. Then,
the next seed pair, M̂1, is chosen from among the unaligned nodes and the same procedure
is applied to extend the alignment around this seed. This process continues until all nodes
from VG (assumed, w.l.o.g., to be smaller than VH) have been aligned.
There are two parameters that govern this alignment phase. First, α determines the
relative weight of the sequence and topological distances when performing the seed-and-
extend procedure (??). Second, β acts as a hard constraint on sequence similarity of aligned
pairs: no pair, (u, v) of proteins will be aligned if Dseq(u, v) > β. This ensures that, when
extending the alignments between local neighborhoods, no pair of proteins with sequences
too divergent are aligned simply because the alignment can be extended by aligning them.
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Algorithm 1: ALIGNMENT: Seed & Extend Algorithm
input : Networks G and H
output: Alignment f
P ← {}; // Initialize (min) heap
f ← {}; // Initialize empty alignment
foreach (x, y) ∈ VG × VP do
push(P, (x, y,Dα(x, y)));
while P is not empty do
(tG, tH)← pop(P );
if tG and tH are not already aligned then
GreedyQAPExtend(G,P, (tG, tH), f);
return LocalImprove(f);
SeedAndExtend
Algorithm 2: ALIGNMENT: QAP Extend Algorithm
input : Networks G and H , seed pair (uG, uH), current alignment f
side-effect: f extended with some neighbors of uG, uH
P ← {(uG, uH)}; // Initialize (max) heap
while P is not empty do
(tG, tH)← pop(P );
if tG and tH are not already aligned then
// Align neighborhoods using the approximate
// quadratic assignment procedure, QA
s← QA(N (tG),N (tH));
foreach (x, y) ∈ s \ (f(G)× f(H)) do
if Dseq ≤ β then
push(P, (x, y,Dα(x, y)));
f(x)← y;
GreedyQAPExtend
Once we have computed an initial alignment using the seed-and-extend procedure, we
attempt to improve this alignment using a local search. The moves of the local search
procedure are similar to those employed by PISWAP [22], but the evaluation strategy and
application of rules is different. Given an alignment, f , we seek f ′ similar to f that is
superior. Consider a pair of aligned proteins, u ∈ G and f(u) = w ∈ H , and a third vertex
v 6= w ∈ H . It is possible that we may improve the quality of our alignment by realigning
u so that f ′(u) = v if the topological and or biological quality is improved by performing
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this realignment. When realigning u, there are two cases to consider. Either v is unaligned,
in which case we assign f ′(u) = v, or v is aligned by f , in which case aligning u to v
requires realigning u′ = f−1(v). In this case, we consider swapping the aligned protein
pairs, so that f ′(u) = v and f ′(u′) = w. In either case, we will call this realignment a
move from (u,w), denoted by m = (u,w) → (u, v). Each move can be given a score,





sm0 = EC(G,H, f
′)− EC(G,H, f)




′, v)−Dseq(u′, w) if f−1(v) = u′
0 if v /∈ im(f).
For each mapping, (u,w), in the current alignment, the local search procedure scores the
potential moves from (u,w), and performs the highest scoring feasible move. The scores
are ordered first by sm0 , then s
m
1 , and finally s
m
2 . Any remaining ties are broken arbitrarily.
We call a move feasible if sm0 > 0, s
m
1 ≥ 0 and either sm2 ≥ 0 or we have decided to allow
a move from (u,w) that potentially lowers the sequence score of the pair that is displaced
by the move. The purpose of allowing such a move from (u, v) is that it may allow us to
escape a local minimum of the alignment space.
During the local search procedure, we allow some number of exceptions to the hard
constraint given by β. We define a parameter b ∈ R that governs the probability that we
will allow a move that improves the topology and sequence scores of one pair while hurting
the sequence score of the pair it displaces. The higher this value, the more likely GHOST
will be to accept local moves that increase the topological quality of the alignment at the
expense of realigning a pair of proteins with lower sequence similarity than the original
pair. We distribute b across local search iterations so that we initially allow many such




Z , where Z =
∑L
i=1 exp(−i) is a partition function that normalizes the per-
iteration weights. Within iteration i, we consider each mapped pair of the current alignment
in turn and draw a number p ∼ U [0, 1]. If p ≤ bi, then we will allow a move that results
in a potentially lower sequence score when realigning this mapped pair; otherwise, such
moves will not be considered. The practical effect of choosing a larger b is to reduce the
importance of sequence similarity in the alignment.
3.2.4 Network Data
We performed an alignment of the high-confidence protein interaction networks of Campy-
lobacter jejuni (C. jejuni) and Escherichia Coli (E. coli). Both of these bacterial species are
well-studied model organisms. In order to draw the most appropriate comparisons to MI-
GRAAL, we use the same versions of the interaction networks that were used by Kuchaiev
and Prz̆ulj [69]. Thus, we used E. coli network composed of interactions from the data
of Peregrín-Alvarez et al. [102], consisting of 1941 proteins among which there are 3989
interactions. We consider the C. jejuni network which consists of the high-confidence in-
teraction from the data of Parrish et al. [99], containing of 2988 interactions among 1111
proteins.
We also explored the ability of GHOST to align the protein interaction networks of
distant eukaryotes by performing an alignment of the protein interaction networks of Ara-
bidopsis thaliana and Drosophila melanogaster. We obtained the interactions for these net-
works from the HitPredict website [101]. HitPredict places interaction data for each species
into three categories: high-confidence small-scale interactions (HCSS), high-confidence
high-throughput interactions (HCHT), and low-confidence high-throughput interactions
(LCHT). The high-confidence small-scale interactions are identified directly in small-scale
experiments considering fewer than 100 interactions each. The HCHT interactions are
those interactions identified in high-throughput experiments with a likelihood ratio greater
than 1, or predicted from protein complex data. The low-confidence high-throughput inter-
actions are those having a likelihood ratio less than 1. In our experiments, we considered
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only the high-confidence interactions — the union of those interactions in the HCSS and
HCHT sets. This resulted in a network for A. thaliana having 2082 proteins and 4145 inter-
actions. The D. melanogaster network consisted of 7615 interactions among 3792 different
proteins.
3.2.5 Comparison with Other Aligners
To investigate the quality of the solutions produced by the different aligners we consider,
we explore how they trade off between topological and biological quality at different points
in their parameter spaces. The alignments are compared using the novel measures of the
topological and biological quality introduced in Section 3.2.1. To calculate GO similarities,
we rely on the set of GO annotations for each protein retrieved from the European Bioin-
formatics Institute website in June of 2011, and the gene ontology retrieved on Nov. 10,
2011. When producing alignments using MI-GRAAL, we included graphlet degree sig-
natures, clustering coefficients and sequence similarity scores — the topological features
that Kuchaiev and Prz̆ulj [69] found to lead to the highest scoring and most stable align-
ments. MI-GRAAL determines the value of α — the parameter that trades off between
functional and sequence similarity — internally, and so no α value was provided. For Iso-
Rank and Natalie 2.0, we varied α between 0 and 1 in increments of 0.1. The rest of Natalie
2.0’s parameters were left at their default values. For GHOST, α was determined automat-
ically using the procedure specified in section 3.2.2, 10 iterations of the local improvement
procedure were performed, β was set to 10, and b was varied over {0} ∪ {2j}7j=−2.
3.3 Results
We evaluated the performance of GHOST in several different scenarios, and compare
against IsoRank, GRAAL, MI-GRAAL, H-GRAAL and Natalie 2.0. First, we perform
two tests that have been used in the past to assess topological alignment quality. These
tests, self-alignment and self-alignment with noise, are instructive because the correct node
mapping is known when aligning a network to itself. This allows us to measure accuracy
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in a way that is not possible when comparing networks from different species. The results
of these experiments provide important evidence about the robustness and specificity of
different topological signatures and the ability of different global alignment approaches to
align two networks based solely on topological information. In sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we
are interested primarily in the utility of the local topological signatures and the basic align-
ment procedures. Thus, we do not perform the local search phase of GHOST described
above. Further, because we cannot use biological sequence information to constrain the
space of alignments, we do not consider the performance of the graph-matching approach
(i.e. Natalie 2.0) on this task.
Subsequently, we consider the alignment between high-confidence protein-protein in-
teraction networks of a pair of bacteria and a pair of eukaryotes. Here, we use the new
metrics described in Section 3.2.1 to measure the topological and biological quality of our
alignments. Considering unconstrained alignments using graph-matching approaches ei-
ther exhausted the memory of our machines [37], or failed to finish aligning the networks
within 16 hours [133]. Thus, when comparing against graph matching approaches, we use
Natalie 2.0 [37] to produce a constrained alignment.
3.3.1 Self-Alignment
For networks with many similar sub-regions, even a self-alignment in the absence of noise
can be difficult. To demonstrate this difficulty, we consider a self-alignment of the largest
connected component of a high-confidence network of the bacterium Mesorhizobium loti
(M. loti). This network was obtained from the interactions reported in the study by Shimoda
et al. [113] and consists of 3006 interactions among 1655 proteins. The alignment produced
by GHOST is an automorphism of the graph, with an edge correctness of 100% and a node
correctness (the fraction of nodes that were aligned with themselves) of 79%. The align-
ment produced by IsoRank had an edge correctness of 76% and a node correctness of 53%,
while the alignment produced by MI-GRAAL had a edge correctness of 38% and node cor-
rectness of only 0.3%. Because MI-GRAAL is probabilistic in nature, we performed this
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alignment multiple times, using a wide variety and combination of the topological features
suggested in Kuchaiev and Prz̆ulj [69], to ensure that this failure of self-alignment was
not coincidental. None of these subsequent MI-GRAAL alignments differed in topological
quality — either node or edge correctness — by more than a fraction of a percent. IsoRank
produced an alignment of significantly higher topological quality than the one discovered
by MI-GRAAL; this is different from what we see in the rest of the tests described below.
Despite the fact that its node correctness is only 79%, GHOST’s alignment is struc-
turally perfect. Without more information beyond what is provided by the network itself,
one cannot hope to obtain a better alignment than the one produced by GHOST.
3.3.2 Self-Alignment Under Noise
We also re-performed the experiment originally carried out by Milenkoviç et al. [87], where
progressively noisier variants of the S. cerevisiae interaction network are aligned to the
high-confidence network of Collins et al. [26]. The higher noise networks are created by
starting with the highest confidence network, and then adding interactions (constrained to
the original, high-confidence set) in decreasing order of experimental confidence. Since
this is again a self-alignment, and sequence information would allow the almost perfect
identification of the correspondences between nodes, we consider a purely topological
alignment (i.e. α = 1.0 and β = ∞). We explore how the fraction of correctly aligned
nodes changes as larger quantities of noisy interactions are added to the high-confidence
network (Figure 3.2).
In the case with the fewest noisy interactions, most of the programs achieve similar per-
formance. However, as the number of noisy interactions increases, GHOST outperforms all
of the other approaches by an increasing margin. By the time 20% of the noisy interactions
have been included in the network, the node correctness of GHOST is more than twice
that of the next-best-performing aligner, while the edge correctness is over 30% greater.
There also seems to be a substantial gap between IsoRank and the rest of the alignment
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Figure 3.2: ALIGNMENT: S. cerevisiae Self Alignment
Performance of various aligners on a noisy yeast PPI under the node (top) and edge (bot-
tom) correctness metrics. Note: In the 15% noise case, the performance numbers of MI-
GRAAL are not given because it failed to run to completion.
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C. jejuni / E. coli 
(BP) (MF)
C. jejuni / E. coli 
A. thaliana / D. melanogaster A. thaliana / D. melanogaster
(BP) (MF)
Figure 3.3: ALIGNMENT: C. jejuni vs. E. coli & A. thaliana vs. D. melanogaster Align-
ment Qualities
Under both biological process (BP) and molecular function (MF) GO aspects and both
alignments, we observe a consistent trend in the quality of the solutions produced by the
different aligners. IsoRank produces alignments of reasonable biological but poor topo-
logical quality, while MI-GRAAL exhibits the opposite behavior (i.e. high topological but
poor biological quality). Natalie 2.0 and GHOST consistently produce alignments with
competitive trade-offs between the competing goals of topological and biological quality,
though GHOST’s alignments exhibit consistently higher topological quality.
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procedures in terms of both the node and edge correctness. This is indicative of a trend we
observe when aligning networks from different organisms as well (see below), where the
topological quality of the alignments produced by IsoRank, even with a large weight being
placed on the topological score, seems to fall behind those produced by the other aligners.
The performance of GHOST in this set of experiments suggests that the spectral signa-
ture is robust to the presence of noise in the network, significantly more so than the graphlet
degree signatures used in the GRAAL aligners. These results agree with existing evidence,
such as that presented by Wilson and Zhu [131], that the spectral distance between graphs
is robust to small topological changes. Both this robustness and the specificity of the spec-
tra seem to carry over to our topological signatures, and do not appear to be negatively
affected by the use of spectral densities to deal with graphs of different order.
3.3.3 Alignments Between Different Species
The same general performance trend holds under the C. jejuni / E. coli and A. thaliana /
D. melanogaster alignments we considered, as well as under both the biological process
and molecular function aspects of the gene ontology (see figure 3.3) — due to sparseness
of annotation, the cellular component aspect was not included in this analysis. GHOST
produces alignments with very high biological and topological qualities, and seems capable
of trading off between these two goals more effectively than the other aligners. When
placing the most weight on the biological quality of the alignment (i.e. b = 0 for GHOST
and α = 0 for Natalie 2.0), GHOST and Natalie 2.0 produce alignments with substantially
higher biological quality than the other aligners. However, GHOST’s alignments exhibit a
much higher ICS score than Natalie 2.0’s. As we vary the corresponding parameters and
place more weight on topology, GHOST produces alignments with topological quality very
close to those obtained by MI-GRAAL, but with significantly higher biological quality.
In general, at a similar biological quality under both GO aspects, GHOST is capable of
producing alignments with much greater topological quality other aligners.
For IsoRank, the precise value of α seems to matter very little. It produced alignments
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of reasonable biological quality but very low topological quality. In fact, the highest ICS
score achieved by IsoRank was ∼ 0.1, when aligning C. jejuni and E. coli. MI-GRAAL
performed very differently from IsoRank, producing alignments of excellent topological
quality but generally poor biological quality.
The alignments obtained by Natalie 2.0 dominate those of IsoRank in terms of topo-
logical and biological quality for a large range of α. At an approximately equal biological
similarity, Natalie 2.0 is capable of obtaining solutions with ICS scores between 50% and
120% higher. When aligning the A. thaliana and D. melanogaster networks, Natalie 2.0
can produce alignments with topological quality 120% greater than that of IsoRank that si-
multaneously exhibit ∼ 10% greater biological similarity under the GO biological process
aspect and ∼ 20% greater biological similarity under the GO molecular function aspect.
However, at the same biological quality, GHOST dominates Natalie 2.0, with topological
quality improvements ranging from a few percent to a factor of 2 or more.
3.3.4 Runtime
Solving the spectral relaxation of the quadratic assignment problem is the step of GHOST
with the largest potential asymptotic complexity. This step has worst-case running time
O((dGdH)
2) where dG and dH are the largest degrees in G and H respectively. This com-
plexity results from the need to find the dominant eigenvector of the largest quadratic as-
signment matrix, which is quadratic in the size of the matrix [70]. Despite the potential
worst-case complexity, we find that GHOST is fast in practice. First, we note that the
computation of the spectral signatures are independent of the alignment being performed.
Thus, the signatures need only be extracted once, and they can be reused for all align-
ments involving that organism. This also allows for a quicker exploration of the parameter
space, because alignments can be performed under different parameter settings without re-
computing the spectral signatures. Extracting the spectral signatures took 0.5 minutes for
E. coli, 14 minutes for C. jejuni, 1 minute for S. cerevisiae, 1 minute for A. thaliana and
218 minutes for D. melanogaster.
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The time to perform the actual alignments given the spectral signatures ranged between
1 and 6 minutes depending on the networks being compared. All timings were measured
using 20 threads on a JVM instance given 16GB of heap space. The testing machine had 8
Opteron 8356 processors and 256GB of memory.
3.4 Conclusion
We have introduced GHOST, a novel framework for the global alignment of biological net-
works. At the heart of GHOST is a new spectral, multiscale node signature that we combine
with a seed-and-extend approach and a local search procedure to perform global network
alignment. The spectral signature is highly discriminative and robust to small topological
variations. We verify this robustness in Section 3.3.2, showing that GHOST outstrips the
competition in aligning the S. cerevisiae protein interaction network to noisier variants of
itself. In these experiments, as well as the self-alignment of the M. loti network, the accu-
racy of GHOST is significantly higher than that of either IsoRank or MI-GRAAL. These
experiments are of particular interest, because the ground truth is known and the ability of
different aligners to uncover shared topological structure can be accurately measured.
We find that the alignments produced by GHOST consistently dominate those pro-
duced by the other aligners. When producing an alignment of approximately the same
biological quality, GHOST yields alignments with substantially higher topological quality
than either IsoRank or Natalie 2.0. Furthermore, at a similar level of topological quality,
GHOST produces alignments that have far more biological relevance than those produced
by MI-GRAAL. Finally, GHOST consistently produces alignments which exhibit a more
competitive trade-off between topological and biological quality than the other aligners we
considered (see Figure 3.3).
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Chapter 4
Parsimonious Reconstruction of Network Evolution
This chapter is based on the paper “Parsimonious Reconstruction of Network Evolution”,
written in collaboration with E. Sefer, J. Malin, G. Marçais, S. Navlakha and C. Kingsford
that appeared in the Workshop on Algorithms for Bioinformatics (WABI) 2011. A journal
version will also appear in Algorithms for Molecular Biology.
4.1 Introduction
Evolution provides a powerful lens through which to view biological relationships. Many
relationships between extant species and between these species and their environments, can
be understood by analyzing and comparing their phenotypic traits [30], often leading to a
hypothesis about the phenotype of their common ancestor. The problem of inferring the
genome of ancestral species has likewise been explored [96]. With the growing prevalence
of high-throughput regulatory and protein-protein interaction data, we are now well poised
to ask what ancestral species looked like at the critical level of their interactomes. We
present a framework to predict the topology of ancestral pathways, complexes, and regula-
tory programs by observing the structure of their descendants in multiple extant species.
Exploring the biological networks of present-day species provokes many questions
about how these networks have evolved to have the structure and function we find. Gener-
ating plausible ancestral networks can often help to answer these questions. For example,
joint histories can be used to compare the conservation and the route to divergence of
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corresponding processes in two species. This allows us to more finely quantify how mod-
ularity has changed over time [67] and how interactions within a protein complex may
have reconfigured across species starting from a single shared state [103]. Understand-
ing the state of ancestral networks and how their interactions have evolved into those of
the present-day species also allows for the development of better network alignment al-
gorithms [42, 44, 114, 36]. While it has been shown that phylogenetic relationships can
be inferred based on the analysis of conserved interaction modules [39] and through the
topological alignment of interaction networks [68], a reasonable estimate the ancestral net-
work topology will help to improve both the quality of such alignments and the accuracy of
network-based phylogenies. Contrasting the topology of extant and ancestral networks can
also shed light on the nature of robustness and evolvability [2, 40, 111]. Further, inferred
changes in metabolic networks can be linked to changes in the biochemical environment
in which each species has evolved, and this can reveal novel mechanisms of ecological
adaptation [12, 11]. Finally, comparing network histories inferred using different model
parameters can be used to estimate the likelihoods of various evolutionary events [86, 92].
There has been some recent work on reconstructing ancestral interactions. Gibson and
Goldberg [52] presented a framework for estimating ancestral protein interaction networks
that handles gene duplication and interaction loss using gene trees reconciled against a
species phylogeny. However, their approach assumes that interaction losses occur imme-
diately after duplication and does not support interaction gain outside of gene duplication.
These assumptions are limiting because interaction loses may occur well after duplica-
tion, and independent gains are believed to occur at non-trivial rates [79]. Dutkowski and
Tiuryn [36] provided a probabilistic method for inferring ancestral interactions with the
goal of improved network alignment. Their approach is based on constructing a Bayesian
network with a tree topology where binary random variables represent existence or non-
existence of potential interactions. A similar graphical model was proposed by Pinney et
al. [105], who applied it to inferring ancestral interactions between bZIP proteins. In the
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former method, interaction addition and deletion is assumed to occur only immediately
following a duplication or speciation event. Further, both methods assume the relative or-
dering of duplication events is known even between events in unrelated homology groups.
Pinney et al. [105] also explore a parsimony-based approach [88] and find it to work well;
however, it too assumes a known ordering of unrelated duplication events. The main draw-
back of these approaches is that the assumed ordering comes from sequence-derived branch
lengths, which do not necessarily agree with rates that would be estimated based on net-
work evolution [137]. This motivates an approach such as we describe below that does not
use branch lengths as input.
Zhang and Moret [137, 136] use a maximal likelihood method to reconstruct ances-
tral regulatory networks as a means to improve estimation of regulatory networks in extant
species. Mithani et al. [89] study the evolution of metabolic networks, but they only model
the gain and loss of interactions amongst a fixed set of metabolites, whereas we also con-
sider node duplication and loss encoded by a tree. Navlakha and Kingsford [92] present
greedy algorithms for finding high-likelihood ancestral networks under several assumed
models of network growth. They applied these methods to a yeast protein interaction net-
work and a social network to estimate relative arrival times of nodes and interactions and
found that the inferred histories matched many independently studied properties of net-
work growth. This attests to the feasibility of using networks to study evolution. The
authors, however, only consider a single network at a time, and there is no guarantee that
independent reconstruction of two networks will converge to a common ancestor.
Here, we introduce a combinatorial framework for representing histories of network
evolution that can encode gene duplication, gene loss, interaction gain and interaction loss
at arbitrary times and does not assume a known total ordering of duplication events. We
show that almost parsimonious histories of interaction gain and loss can be computed in
practice quickly given a duplication history. In simulated settings, we show that these
parsimonious histories can be used to accurately reconstruct a common ancestral regulatory
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network of two extant regulatory networks. We also show that our approach can infer,
with high accuracy, the interactions among the bZIP family of proteins in several ancestral
organisms.
4.2 A Framework for Representing Network Histories
Any natural model of network evolution will include events for gene duplication, gene
loss, interaction gain, and interaction loss. Many such growth models have been studied
(e.g. [24, 121, 100, 57, 2, 136]). We describe below how these events can be encoded in a
history graph. We note that there are other evolutionary events that affect the growth and
structure of biological networks. For example, Toll-Riera et al. [125] provide evidence for
de novo gene birth originating from non-coding genomic regions. While such events play
a role in shaping the evolutionary history and current structure of biological networks; they
are less common than the gene duplication and loss and interaction gain and loss, and are
not explicitly modeled in the current framework.
Consider a set V of proteins or genes (henceforth “nodes”) descended from a common
ancestor by duplication events. Those duplication events can be encoded in a binary du-
plication tree T with the items of V as the leaves. An internal node u in T represents a
duplication event of u into its left and right children, uL and uR. In this representation, af-
ter a duplication event, the node represented by u conceptually does not exist anymore and
has been replaced by its two children. The leaves of a duplication tree are labeled Present
or Absent. Absent leaves represent products of duplication events that were subsequently
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Figure 4.1: ANR: Example History
A duplication forest (solid edges at top) with the non-tree edges (dashed) necessary to
construct G1 and G2 (shown at bottom). Nodes 1, 2, and 3 represent the 3 homology
groups present in the ancestral graph. Node 14 was lost. As an example of the
connectivity induced by the non-tree edges, consider edge (27, 18) in G2 which is implied
by the directed non-tree edge from (3, 2). However, the reverse edge (18, 27), which is
implied by (2, 3), does not exist because its state is flipped by (8, 20).
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The gain and loss of interactions can be represented with additional non-tree edges
placed on a duplication forest. A non-tree edge {u, v} represents an edge flip event, where
the interaction between u and v is created if the interaction is currently absent or removed
if the interaction is currently present. Let Pu and Pv be the paths from nodes u and v to
the root. An interaction exists between u and v if there are an odd number of such flip
non-tree edges between nodes in Pu and Pv. Every non-tree edge between Pu and Pv,
therefore, represents alternatively interaction creation or deletion between nodes u and v in
the evolution of the biological network.
A graph H consisting of the union of a duplication forest and flip non-tree edges is a
network history. A history H constructs a graph G when the Present leaves of the duplica-
tion forest in H correspond to the nodes of G and the flip edges of H imply an interaction
between u and v if and only if {u, v} is an interaction in G. See Figure 4.1 for an example
history.
Not all placements of non-tree edges lead to a valid network history. The interaction
histories must be consistent with some temporal embedding of the tree. Let tcu and t
d
u be




u = ∞ if








If {u,w} is a flip edge, then the time t{u,w} of appearance of this edge must satisfy
tcu ≤ t{u,w} < tdu and tcw ≤ t{u,w} < tdw, (4.2)
because an event between u and w can only occur when both u and w exist. A history
graph H is said to be valid if there exist tcu, t
d
u for every node u such that conditions (4.1)
and (4.2) are satisfied for every non-tree edge.
Whether a particular history is valid can be checked combinatorially using the fol-
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(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3
Figure 4.2: ANR: Blocking Loops
Blocking loops of size 1, 2 and 3. The solid lines represent a subset of the tree T . The
dashed lines are non-tree edges representing interaction flip events.
lowing alternative characterization of validity. A k-blocking loop is a set of flip edges
{{ui, vi}}0≤i<k such that ui+1 is an ancestor of vi in the tree for 0 ≤ i < k (where the
index i + 1 is taken modulo k). See Figure 4.2 for examples. Blocking loops are not per-
mitted in valid histories and, conversely, the non-existence of blocking loops implies that a
history is valid.
4.3 Parsimonious Reconstruction of a Network History
Traditional phylogenetic inference algorithms and reconciliation between gene and species
trees can be used to obtain duplication and speciation histories [20, 35, 4]. What remains is
the reconstruction of interaction gain and loss events. This leads to the following problem:
Problem 1 (Minimum Flips) Given a duplication forest F and an extant net-
work G, find H , a valid history constructing G, with a minimum number of
flip edges.
We will show that nearly optimal solutions to this problem for a large range of instances
can be solved in polynomial time in practice. Whether Problem 1 is NP-hard or admits a
polynomial-time algorithm for all instances remains open.
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4.3.1 A Fast Heuristic Algorithm
The challenge of Problem 1 comes from avoiding the creation of blocking loops. A
polynomial-time algorithm can find a minimum set of flip edges that reconstructs a graph
G and does not contain 1- and 2-blocking loops but allows longer blocking loops. We de-
fine an interaction encoding of G = (V,E) as a function fG : V × V → {0, 1} such that
fG(u, v) = 1 if {u, v} is an interaction in G and fG(u, v) = 0 otherwise. We omit the
subscript on fG if G is clear from the context.
The following intertwined dynamic programming recurrences find the minimum num-
ber of flip edges required for H to construct a given graph G if blocking loops of length
≥ 3 are allowed. First, S(u, f) finds the minimum number of flip edges for the subtree
rooted at u and interaction encoding f :
S(u, f) = S(uL, f) + S(uR, f) + A(uL, uR, f). (4.3)
The expression A(u, v, f) gives the minimum number of flip edges that should be placed
between the subtree rooted at u and the subtree rooted at v. This can be computed using
the recurrence:
A(u, v, f) = min

A(uL, v, f) + A(uR, v, f)
A(u, vL, f) + A(u, vR, f)
1 + A(uL, v, f̄) + A(uR, v, f̄)
1 + A(u, vL, f̄) + A(u, vR, f̄).
(4.4)
In the above, if one of u or v is a leaf but the other is not, the options that look at non-
existent children are disallowed.
The function f̄ in Eqn. (4.4) is defined as 1 − f and thus represents a function such
that f̄(x) has opposite parity from f(x) for all x. The A recurrence considers two possible
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options: (1) We connect u and v with a non-tree edge, this costs us 1 and flips the parity of
all interactions going between the subtree rooted at u and the subtree rooted at v; or (2) We
do not connect u and v with a flip edge. This costs 0 and keeps the parity requirement
the same. Regardless of the choice to create an edge, because we are not allowed to have
a 2-blocking loop, either (a) we possibly connect u to some descendant of v (and do not
connect v to a descendant of u) or (b) we possibly connect v to some descendant of u (and
do not connect u to a descendant of v).
The base case for the S recurrence when u is a leaf and the base case for the A recur-
rence when u and v are leaves are:
S(u, f) = 0 and A(u, v, f) = f(u, v).
The minimum number of flip edges needed to turn a duplication forest F into a his-
tory constructing G (allowing blocking loops of ≥ 3) is then given by ∑r S(r, dG) +∑
r,q A(r, q, dG), where dG is the interaction encoding of G, and the sums are over roots
r, q of the trees in F . Standard backtracking can be used to recover the actual minimum
edge set. If n is the number of nodes in the forest, the dynamic program runs in O(n2)
time and space because only two functions f are ever considered: dG, and d̄G. This yields
≈ n× n× 2 subproblems, each of which can be solved in constant time.
The heuristic also can be extended to handle different costs for interaction addition
and deletion by changing the constants in the recurrences to be a function of the parity of
each flip. Only two values of f (dG and d̄G) are ever considered, and every flip switches
f between these two states. Thus, by examining f , and determining if its current states
corresponds to dG or d̄G, one can determine if an odd or even number of flips have occurred,
and thus, whether the current flip corresponds to the addition or deletion of an interaction.
If the current flip represents the addition of an interaction, then it incurs the cost cadd.
Otherwise, the flip encodes the loss of an interaction, and incurs the loss cost, closs.
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4.3.2 Identifying and Removing Blocking Loops
To identify blocking loops, we use a modified depth-first search procedure in which tree
edges are traversed according to their direction (i.e. away from the root) while non-tree
edges can be traversed in either direction. Whenever a node is encountered twice during
the depth first search, a cycle has been discovered and is checked for the blocking loop
condition given above. If the cycle is not blocking loop, we can safely ignore it. Otherwise,
one of the non-tree edges of this loop is chosen at random, and we forbid that edge from
appearing in the solution and rerun the dynamic program. Because there areO(n2) possible
non-tree edges, iterating this procedure will terminate in polynomial time. We repeat the
process of identifying blocking loops and forbidding non-tree edges until a valid solution is
obtained. In the worst case, one may obtain a solution where all non-tree edges are placed
at leaves, but in practice long blocking loops do not often arise, and the obtained solutions
are close to optimal.
4.3.3 Reconstruction of a Common Ancestor of Two Graphs
Given extant networks of several species, in addition to the reconstructed history, we seek
a parsimonious estimate for their common ancestor network. Specifically, Given extant
networks G1 and G2, with interaction encodings d1 and d2, and their duplication forests
F1 and F2, we want to find an ancestral network X = (VX , EX) such that the cost of X
evolving into G1 and G2 after speciation is minimized. VX is the set of roots of the homol-
ogy forests. We assume that the networks of the two species evolved independently after
speciation. Therefore, we can use the recurrence above applied to F1 and F2 to compute
AF1(r, q, d1) and AF2(r, q, d2) independently for r, q ∈ VX , and then select interactions in
X as follows. EX of X is given by the pairs r, q ∈ VX × VX for which creating an inter-
action leads to a lower total cost than not creating an interaction. Formally, we place an
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interaction {r, q} in EX if
1 + AF1(r, q, d̄1) + AF2(r, q, d̄2) < AF1(r, q, d1) + AF2(r, q, d2). (4.5)
Rule (4.5) creates an interaction in X if doing so causes the cost of parsimonious histories
inferred for G1 and G2 between the homology groups associated with r and q to be smaller
than if no interaction was created.
Modifications for self-loops
Self-loops (homodimers) can be accommodated by modifying recurrence (4.3):
S ′(u, f) = min

S ′(uL, f) + S
′(uR, f) + A(uL, uR, f)
1 + S ′(uL, f̄) + S
′(uR, f̄) + A(uL, uR, f̄).
(4.6)
The intuition here is that paying cost 1 to create a self-loop on node u creates (or removes)
interactions, including self-loops, among all the descendants of u.
Modifications for directed graphs
The algorithm can be modified to handle evolutionary histories of directed graphs. For this,
only the recurrence A need be modified. When computing A′(u, v, f), a non-tree edge can
be included from u to v, from v to u, both, or neither. Each of these cases modifies the
function f in a different way. Specifically:
A′(u, v, f) = min

0 + A′(uL, v, f) + A
′(uR, v, f)
1 + A′(uL, v,
←
f ) + A′(uR, v,
←
f )
1 + A′(uL, v,
→
f ) + A′(uR, v,
→
f )
2 + A′(uL, v,
↔











f are defined, depending on u and v, as follows:
→
f (x, y) = min





f (x, y) = min






f defined analogously to
→
f . Here, ST(u) indicates the set of nodes in the subtree
rooted at u.
Accounting for phylogenetic branch lengths
One of the strengths of our proposed method is that it does not require the user to specify
the lengths of the edges in a duplication history. The estimation of such phylogenetic
branch lengths relies on the molecular clock assumption, and these lengths can easily be
misestimated, especially those for distant ancestors. However, previous approaches [105,
88] relied crucially upon the phylogenetic branch lengths to impose a specific ordering on
the set of potential ancestral interactions. Small errors in the estimates of phylogenetic
branch lengths can lead these approaches to disallow potentially high probability or high
parsimony ancestral interactions.
Yet, the branch lengths in the duplication history do encode potentially useful informa-
tion. For example, two ancestral proteins for which the intervals of existence are separated
by a significant amount of time are unlikely to have interacted, even if branch length esti-
mates are imprecise. The algorithm we defined above can be further modified to account
for phylogenetic branch lengths, using them to penalize unlikely ancestral states without
explicitly disallowing potentially important interactions. This can be achieved by modify-
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ing the recurrence as follows:
A(u, v, f) = min

A(uL, v, f) + A(uR, v, f)
A(u, vL, f) + A(u, vR, f)
αδ(u, v) + 1 + A(uL, v, f̄) + A(uR, v, f̄)





tcv − tdu if tdu < tcv
tcu − tdv if tdv < tcu
0 otherwise
(4.10)
The analogous modification applies to the directed recurrence as well. Here, αδ(·, ·) is a
function that assigns a cost to a pair of nodes {u, v} that is proportional to the distance
between the existence intervals of these nodes (and is 0 if they overlap). The constant, α,
is provided as input to the algorithm and can be interpreted as the factor by which interac-
tions are penalized between nodes which do not overlap in time according to the inferred
phylogenetic branch lengths. At α = ∞, branch lengths become hard constraints, and
proteins between which the existence intervals do not overlap are not allowed to interact;
this α also prohibits the formation of blocking loops. However, results tend to be better
(higher F1-score) when one allows some constraints from branch lengths to be violated.
This approach allows our algorithm to take phylogenetic branch lengths into account in
a way that incorporates the information they encode without suffering from the potential
issues that occur when considering these lengths as hard constraints.
Accounting for Weighted Inputs
Finally, we also modify the recurrence to handle weighted input networks. That is, rather
than requiring the input to be simply the topology of the experimentally measured inter-
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action network, we assume that each input edge can take on a weight that signifies the
level “confidence” of the interaction it represents. Such weighted networks are becoming
increasingly available through such database services as HitPredict [101], MINT [81] and
STRING [120]. To take advantage of this information, we modify the base case of our
recurrence to account for potential weights on input interactions. First, we allow f(u, v)
to take on values in [0, 1] rather than simply 0 or 1. Then, the base case for the undirected
recurrence becomes
A(u, v, 1) = closs(1.0− f(u, v))
A(u, v, 0) = caddf(u, v)
The base case for the directed recurrence can similarly be modified, denoting by wfwd and
wrev the weights of edges (u, v) and (v, u) respectively, as
A(u, v, 1, 1) = closs(1.0− wfwd) + closs(1.0− wrev)
A(u, v, 1, 0) = closs(1.0− wfwd) + caddwrev
A(u, v, 0, 1) = caddwfwd + closs(1.0− wrev)
A(u, v, 0, 0) = caddwfwd + caddwrev
The modified recurrences ensure that, in the base case, we only pay the cost for the creation
or deletion of an edge proportional to our confidence in that edge’s existence.
4.4 Results and Discussion
We analyze the performance of our parsimony-based approach to ancestral network re-
construction on both simulated and real biological data. To generate simulated data, we
consider a number of plausible models of network evolution and show that the parsimony
approach is able to reconstruct ancestral networks reasonably well over a wide range of
model parameters. Further, following the experiment of Pinney et al. [105], we evaluate
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the performance of our approach on reconstructing the state of several ancestral network
states of the bZIP family of proteins. We observe that our parsimony-based approach ob-
tains high precision and recall, even on fairly distant ancestral networks.
Generating plausible simulated histories
We use a degree-dependent model (DDM) to simulate the evolutionary path from a puta-
tive ancestral network to its extant state. The model simulates node duplication, node dele-
tion, independent interaction gain, and independent interaction loss with given probabilities
Pndup, Pnloss, Pegain and Peloss, respectively. The nodes or edges involved in a modification
are chosen probabilistically based on their degrees (as in [117]) according to the following
expressions:
P(u | node duplication) ∝ 1/ku P(u | node loss) ∝ 1/ku (4.11)
P((u, v) | interaction gain) ∝ kou P((u, v) | interaction loss) ∝ 1/kou, (4.12)
where kou is the out-degree of a node u, and ku is the total degree. At each time step,
the distribution of possible modifications to the graph is calculated as P(modification) =
PoperationP(object | operation). Nodes with out-degree of 0 are removed. Varying parameters
Pndup, Pnloss, Pegain and Peloss can produce a wide variety of densities and sizes. We also
consider a degree-independent model (DIM) in which the four conditional probabilities in
Eqns. (4.11) and (4.12) are all equal.
The DDM model is theoretically capable of producing evolutionary trajectories be-
tween any two networks while incorporating preferential attachment to the source node
and random uniform choice of the target node. Furthermore, choosing a node for dupli-
cation or loss in inverse proportion to its degree favors an event in inverse relation to its
expected disruption of the network.
We also consider a model of regulatory network evolution by Foster et al. [48], which is
based on gene duplication, with incoming and outgoing interactions kept after duplication
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as in other models (Pinkeep and Poutkeep probabilities respectively). New edges are added with
probability Pinnovation.
In all of the network evolution models, we started with a random connected seed graph
that has 10 nodes and 25 interactions. We evolved it to X by 200 operations after which
we introduce a speciation event, and then both G1 and G2 evolve from X by an additional
200 operations each. To generate more biologically plausible ancestral graphs, instances
were kept only if the ancestral graph X had an in-degree that fit an exponential distribution
with parameter between 1.0 and 1.2 or an out-degree that was scale-free with parameter
between 1.8 and 2.2.
Reconstructing simulated networks
Optimality of loop breaking. The greedy procedure to break blocking loops produces
histories that are very close to optimal. We generated 1400 networks using the DDM model
with the range of parameters shown on the x-axis of Figure 4.3a. In the vast majority
of cases (1325 out of 1400), either no loop breaking is required, or the solution discov-
ered after greedily breaking all loops has the same cost as the original solution. In these
cases, therefore, the method returned a provably maximally parsimonious set of interaction
modification events. In the remaining 75 cases (5.4%), greedily removing blocking loops
increased the number of interaction modifications by no more than 10 (< 2% of the ini-
tial number of interaction modification events). Since the initial solution provides a lower
bound on the optimal, we can verify that the greedy procedure always found a solution
within 2% of the optimal (and perhaps even better). Thus, it seems that in practice, while
blocking loops occur, the greedy procedure does a good job of eliminating them without
increasing the number of events significantly.
Effect of growth model and its parameters. Modeling the evolutionary dynamics of a
regulatory network is still an active topic of research. We therefore experimented with three



































































































































































































































(c) Foster et al. [48] model












(d) Divergence of G1, G2 from ancestor
Figure 4.3: ANR: Synthetic Results
(a-c) Effect of model parameters on reconstruction accuracy under three different models.
“Prob” in (c) is Pinnovation. (d) Effect of evolutionary distance (number of network
modification operations) on the quality of the ancestral network reconstruction. In both
plots, boxes show 1st and 3rd quartile over 100 networks with median indicated by a line.
Pentagons show the median if interactions incident to nodes lost in both lineages are not
considered.
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from the F1 score) can be obtained for all of them for many choices of their parameters
( Figure 4.3a-c). We measure the precision, the recall, and the F1-score defined as:
precision :=
true positives
true positives + false positives
recall :=
true positives
true positives + false negatives
F1-score :=
2 · precision · recall
precision + recall
.
Very good performance can be achieved under the general model presented above whether
degree distributions are taken into account (Figure 4.3a) or not (Figure 4.3b) when selecting
nodes and interactions to modify. In these cases, for most parameter choices, precision is
close to 1.0, meaning every interaction predicted to be in the ancestor, in fact, was. Recall is
often lower. The Foster et al. [48] model, with its heavy reliance on duplication events and
lack of node loss events, tends to be the simplest under which to reconstruct the ancestral
graph (Figure 4.3c).
The largest factor leading to poorer performance is lower recall caused by gene losses.
If all descendants of a gene are lost in both extant networks, it is not possible to reconstruct
interactions incident to it. If these interactions are excluded from the computation of recall,
the F1 score often improves dramatically. Median F1 scores excluding these interactions
are shown as pentagons in Figure 4.3.
Robustness to evolutionary divergence. Naturally, the ability to recover the ancestral
network degrades as time passes and the extant networks diverge. However, the degra-
dation is slow (Figure 4.3d, using the degree-dependent model with parameters fixed at
Pndup = 0.35, Pnloss = 0.05, Pegain = 0.3, and Peloss = 0.3). When the distance is small (mea-
sured as the number of events separating them), we are almost always able to recover the
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ancestral network well, as illustrated by the high F1-scores and small interquartile ranges
in Figure 4.3d. Even when the distance between the ancestral and extant networks is large
(300) compared to the average ancestral network size (55), we obtain an F1-score of 0.72
(0.77 when homology groups lost in both lineages are not considered).
Reconstructing ancestral bZIP networks
We also repeated the test performed by Pinney et al. [105] by using our method to re-
construct ancestral interactions among the bZIP family of transcription factors. The in-
teractions between dimerizing bZIP transcription factors are strongly mediated by their
coiled-coil leucine zipper domains, and the strength of these interactions can be compu-
tationally predicted with high sensitivity and specificity using sequence alone [45]. This
sequence-based method was used to predict both the interaction strength between extant
bZIP proteins and inferred ancestral protein sequences. These interactions were used as
the ground truth [105].
The duplication history relating the bZIP proteins is built atop the extant networks of
4 relatively distant species, D. rerio, T. rubripes, H. sapiens, and C. intestinalis. From
the interactions in these extant networks and the structure of the duplication history of the
constituent proteins, we reconstruct 3 ancestral networks: the Teleost (ancestor of D. rerio
and T. rubripes), Vertebrata (ancestor of D. rerio, T. rubripes and H. sapiens) and Chordate
(ancestor of D. rerio, T. rubripes, H. sapiens, and C. intestinalis) networks.
Table 4.1 compares the relative performance of our parsimony-based approach and the
probabilistic method described by Pinney et al. [105] Our results were generated using a
ratio of 11.4 : 1 for the cost of interaction creation to interaction deletion (the same ratio as
was used in the probabilistic method). Furthermore, we choose not to penalize interactions
based on phylogenetic branch length (i.e. α = 0 in δα), thus allowing our algorithm to
explore the entire solution space. We note that our approach outperforms the probabilis-
tic method, particularly on the Teleost and Vertebrata networks. One explanation for the
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Table 4.1: ANR: Performance of Parsimony vs. Probabilistic Approach
The relative performance of our parsimony approach and the probabilistic method
described by Pinney et al. in reconstructing the ancestral interaction networks we
consider.
Ancestor Method Precision Recall F1
Teleost
Parsimony 0.84 0.91 0.87
Probabilistic 0.68 0.88 0.77
Vertebrata
Parsimony 0.79 0.94 0.86
Probabilistic 0.75 0.81 0.78
Chordata
Parsimony 0.67 0.87 0.76
Probabilistic 0.74 0.74 0.75
improved performance of our method is that it considers a larger set of ancestral interac-
tions by not explicitly disallowing parsimonious interactions based solely on potentially
misleading phylogenetic branch lengths.
We corroborated this hypothesis by measuring the reconstruction performance of our
approach for increasing values of α, and noticed a very slow but steady decrease in perfor-
mance as α increases. Nonetheless, at α = ∞ (using branch lengths as hard constraints
as Pinney et al. do), our method still outperforms the probabilistic method on the Teleost
network (F1 score of 0.84 vs 0.77). This experiment suggests that, at least on this family of
protein interactions, relying on the phylogenetic branch lengths to aid inference does not
improve — and potentially harms — performance.
A visual inspection (see Figure 4.4) of the inferred ancestral networks revealed no
strong patterns among the interactions predicted based on sequence versus those predicted
using our parsimony approach. However, if a protein is involved in a disagreement, it is



































































































































































Figure 4.4: ANR: Ancestral Predictions
The inferred networks of the Teleost, Vertebrata and Chordata ancestors. Edges drawn in
gray were inferred by both our parsimony-based approach and by the sequence-based
approach. Red edges were inferred based on sequence but not by the parsimony method,
and the blue edges were inferred by the parsimony method but not based on sequence.
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4.5 Conclusion
We have presented a novel framework for representing network histories involving gene
duplications, gene loss, and interaction gain and loss for both directed and undirected
graphs. We also provide a combinatorial characterization for valid histories. Our experi-
ments demonstrate that a fast heuristic can recover optimal histories in a large majority of
instances. We further provide evidence that, even with a probabilistic, weighted, generative
model of network growth, a parsimony approach can recover accurate ancestral networks
(F1 scores ≥ 0.8 for a wide range of parameters under several different models). Finally,
we show that our method accurately reconstructs a number of ancestral networks for the
bZIP family of proteins. Interestingly, we observe that we obtain the highest accuracy in
ancestral network reconstruction when we do not impose a particular ordering on unrelated
duplication events (as implied by phylogenetic branch lengths). This suggests that the abil-
ity of our approach to explore a larger space of potential solutions than previous work can
provide practical benefits. In future work, it will be interesting to explore topological prop-
erties of the ancestral networks, such as modularity and degree distribution, and to analyze
how these properties may have changed over time. We would also like to extend the evo-
lutionary history framework and inference algorithm to handle de novo gene birth events,
which are known to contribute to network growth [125].
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Chapter 5
A Sum Over Parsimonious Histories Approach to Ancestral Network
Reconstruction
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we introduced a combinatorial framework for representing network
evolution histories and presented an approach that recovers almost parsimonious histories.
In general, however, there may be a large number of optimal and near-optimal histories. A
priori, we don’t know how different these solutions may be or how representative of the
ensemble the solution at which we arrive is.
To overcome this limitation and discover a more faithful representation of the space
of solutions to the ancestral network reconstruction (ANR) problem, one might consider
enumerating or sampling from the solution space. However, this approach suffers from
two substantial issues. First, it is unclear, using the framework given in Chapter 4, how to
efficiently sample from the solution space. Second, it is possible that, to arrive at a faithful
and unbiased characterization of this space, the required number of samples will render
this approach impractical.
We present an approach, based on a novel algorithm and advanced dynamic program-
ming techniques, which addresses the problem of efficiently characterizing the relevant
portion of the solution space without resorting to sampling. By formulating our dynamic
program in the forward hypergraph framework [49], it becomes clear how to visit the space
of solutions in a principled way. We develop an extension of the k-best parsing algorithm
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of Huang and Chiang [56] that allows us to aggregate solutions of equivalent quality. As
a result, rather than enumerating individual solutions, we are able to enumerate solution
classes (i.e. the set of all solutions having an equivalent parsimony cost) and provide a
characterization of the space of optimal and near-optimal solutions to an instance of the
ANR problem. We call this method a sum over parsimonious histories (SOPH) approach
to ancestral network reconstruction.
For every potential interaction — either ancestral or extant — our algorithm computes
the posterior probability, summed over the most parsimonious histories, that the interaction
exists. This provides a number of benefits over the single network history recovered by the
algorithm presented in Chapter 4. In particular, we can now rank interactions by confi-
dence. Since posterior probabilities are also provided for extant interactions, we are able
to impute missing interactions and to quantify the consistency (in terms of evolutionary
parsimony) of a given set of interactions.
In the rest of this chapter, we will refer to solutions having minimum cost as optimal,
regardless of their inclusion of blocking loops. Thus, when we say a solution is optimal,
we mean that it has the absolute minimum cost with regard to the parsimony criteria of
any history generating the extant interactions, even though it may include blocking loops.
Accordingly, when we say that a solution is near-optimal, we mean that it has a cost that is
close to that of an optimal solution; it may or may not contain blocking loops.
5.2 The Ordered Hypergraph Framework
We will formulate the ANR problem in the ordered hypergraph framework [56], as this will
make it more clear how to devise an efficient algorithm for its solution. This framework
allows one to explicitly represent the space of solutions to certain classes of combinato-
rial problems by encoding these solutions in the topology of a directed hypergraph. The
ordered hypergraph representation is used in a wide variety of different fields, including
natural language processing where it is used to represent parsing problems [65, 56], op-
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erations research where it is used to represent transportation and planning problems [93],
and computational biology where it is used to represent the problem of pseudoknotted
RNA folding [108]. In particular, problems exhibiting the optimal substructure and over-
lapping subproblem properties [28] — those which can be solved efficiently by dynamic
programming techniques — are particularly amenable to efficient algorithms executed on
an ordered hypergraph representation.
The intuition behind the ordered hypergraph representation is to explicitly encode the
structure of a dynamic programming recurrence using the topology of a hypergraph. Each
vertex in the hypergraph represents a term of the recurrence, and the hyperarcs encode
the sub-terms (tail nodes of the arc) on which the resulting term (head node of the arc)
depends. By traversing the hypergraph in topological order, subproblems can be solved
so that when the solution to a larger problem needs to be computed, the solutions to the
smaller subproblems on which it depends are already available. This is the basic strategy
behind traditional dynamic programming approaches and the hypergraph representation
simply makes the relation between the terms of the recurrence explicit by encoding them
in the topological structure of the hypergraph.
5.2.1 Definitions
Before we can describe how the ancestral network reconstruction problem can be encoded
using the hypergraph framework, we must introduce some preliminary definitions. We
use the hypergraph definition and a number of related definitions given by Huang and
Chiang [56]. Specifically, we define an ordered hypergraph as H = (VH , EH , r,C), where
V is the set of vertices, E is the set of ordered hyperarcs, r is a designated root node and C
a cost function defined on the hyperarcs. For each hyperarc e in E, we call h(e) the head
of the hyperarc, and the vector t(e) the tail of the hyperarc. When we say that a hyperarc
is ordered, we mean that its tail consists of a vector rather than a set, so that the tail nodes
can be consistently ordered and indexed. We denote by t(e)i the ith ordered element of the
tail of e. The cost function c : E → R, assigns a cost to each hyperarc.
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For a vertex v of the hypergraph, we call the set of incoming hyperarcs the backward
star of v, and denote it by BS(v) = {e ∈ EH | v = h(e)}. Any vertex w which appears
in the tail of some hyperarc e where e ∈ BS(v) is said to precede v. Additional definitions
are necessary, but will be given as they are encountered.
5.2.2 Encoding the Ancestral Network Reconstruction Problem
We now reformulate the ancestral network reconstruction problem in terms of the ordered
hypergraph framework. This requires encoding the recurrences from Chapter 4 in terms
of a hypergraph. We will demonstrate how to encode the recurrence given in ???? as a
hypergraph H , though all others can be encoded in an analogous manner.
Let T denote the set of all terms in the original recurrence. Each term in ?? is param-
eterized by two variables, a node u in the duplication forest and an interaction function f
encoding the interactions in the subtree rooted at u. The terms in ?? are additionally pa-
rameterized by a third variable v which is another node in the duplication forest. We define
a pair of nodes, say {u, v}, in the duplication forest together with a particular interaction
function f , as an interaction state, which we denote as ({u, v}, f). We can also define an
interaction state for a single node u and interaction function f as ({u}, f). There is an
injective mapping M : T → I from the terms of the recurrence into the set I of interaction
states. Note that this mapping is injective because there exist interaction states for which
there is no corresponding term in the recurrence (e.g. those states where u is an ancestor
of v). For each interaction state s = ({u, v}, f) in the image of T under M , we create a
corresponding vertex x in the hypergraph. We label x with ({u, v}, f) and note that it can
be unambiguously referenced using this label. The set of all such vertices constitutes the
vertex set of H .
Each term in the recurrence is either a base case or depends upon some other set
of terms. For example, term S(u, f) depends upon the terms S(uL, f), S(uR, f) and
A(uL, uR, f). Given the mapping M we have defined above, this means that the ver-
tex ({u}, f) depends upon the vertices ({uL}, f), ({uR}, f) and ({uL, uR}, f). We en-
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code this recurrence by placing a hyperarc e in H where h(e) = ({u}, f) and t(e) =
(({uL}, f) , ({uR}, f) , ({uL, uR}, f)). More generally, let t be an arbitrary term in the re-
currence, and let t1, t2, . . . , tk be the set of terms upon which it depends (i.e. those terms
appearing on the right-hand side of an equation where t appears on the left-hand side). For
each such dependency, we create a hyperarc e with h(e) = t and t(e) = (t1, t2, . . . , tk).
The cost of each hyperarc c (e) encodes the cost of the transition from t(e) to h(e) and
comes directly from the recurrence for the corresponding terms.
To make this description of H more clear, we translate a single, generic term of the
recurrence from ?? into the hypergraph framework, describing the involved vertices, hy-
perarcs and values of the cost function:
x = ({u, v}, f)
e1 = ({u, v}, f) , (({uL, v}, f) , ({uR, v}, f))
e2 = ({u, v}, f) , (({u, vL}, f) , ({u, vL}, f))


















BS(x) = {e1, e2, e3, e4}
c (e1) = c (e2) = 0
c (e3) = c (e4) = 1
The corresponding illustration can be found in Figure 5.1. Here, the backward star of x
describes the choices that can be made in the recurrence (i.e. the ways we can descend
down the duplication history starting from ({u, v}, f)). We can descend into either the
subtree rooted at u or the one rooted at v, and we can either flip the state of the function
to f̄ , or leave it unchanged. If we traverse any hyperarc between which the head and tail
vertices have a different state of the interaction function, we incur the appropriate cost
(in this case 1 for hyperarcs e3 and e4). Otherwise, the descent into a subtree keeps the
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interaction function unmodified and costs nothing (e1 and e2). All of the modifications to
the recurrence and weight function described in chapter 4 can be encoded in the hypergraph
framework, including modifications for self-loops, directed edges, asymmetric interaction
gain and loss costs and weighted branch length costs. The first two modifications alter the
topology of the resulting hypergraph, while the latter two simply alter the cost function (i.e.
the cost for traversing a given hyperarc).
A solution to a particular term in the dynamic programming recurrence corresponds to
a derivation of its corresponding vertex x. Borrowing the definition of Huang and Chiang,
a derivation D of a vertex, the size of a derivation |D| and the cost of a derivation c (D) are
all defined recursively, as follows:
D =

< e, ε > if e ∈ BS(x) and |e| = 0











given if e ∈ BS(x) and |e| = 0
c (e) +
∑|e|
i=1 c (Di) otherwise
(5.3)
In the above equations, Di is a derivation of t(e)i — the ith tail node of hyperarc e. Note,
in ??, that for the base case (i.e. leaf nodes of the hypergraph) the cost of a derivation is
given, and correspond to the base cases of the recurrence.
Denote by D(x)j the j-th best (j-th lowest cost) derivation of vertex x. We define
a derivation with back-pointers as D̂ = 〈e, i〉 where i ∈ Z|e|≥0. A derivation with back-
pointers defines a derivation of a vertex x in terms of the derivation of its preceding vertices.
The back-pointer vector i simply encodes, for each of the vertices in the tail of a hyperarc































































































































































































































































































































efficient way of encoding a particular derivation, and there is, in fact, a bijection between
derivations and derivations with back-pointers defined as follows:
〈




e, (j1, . . . , j|e|)
〉
= D̂
We will use the notation D̂(x)j to denote the j-th best derivation with back-pointers of
vertex x.
5.3 Solving the Original Dynamic Program
Having constructed a hypergraph representing the desired recurrence, we can now describe
a simple algorithm that solves the original dynamic program presented in chapter 4. In
fact, obtaining an optimal solution (not accounting for blocking loops) to the recurrence
now reduces to applying the Viterbi algorithm to the representative hypergraph [56].
Though algorithm 3 only yields the cost of the optimal solution, the set of flips can
easily be recovered by simply marking, at each vertex x, which of the incoming hyperarcs
yielded the optimal score. Since the hypergraph encodes the dependencies between terms
of the recurrence, the key to algorithm 3 is to visit the nodes of H in a topological order.
A topological ordering of VH can be obtained by simply performing a postorder traversal
of H , and visiting the vertices in this order ensures that the optimal solution for all of the
vertices in the backward star of x have been computed before x, itself, is visited. Further,
since our hypergraph is acyclic, such a topological ordering is always possible.
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Algorithm 3: SOPH: Viterbi Algorithm
input : Hypergraph H , designated root vertex r
output: Optimal cost of deriving r
foreach x ∈ VH in topological order do
cx =∞;




cx = min(cx, c(e) + t);
return cr;
Hypergraph Viterbi
5.4 Summing Over Parsimonious Histories
The algorithm presented in Section 5.3 solves the same dynamic programming problem that
was introduced in Chapter 4, and thus, suffers from the same shortcomings. In particular,
we obtain a single optimal solution from a space of optimal and near-optimal solutions that
is potentially enormous. To overcome this limitation, we develop an algorithm that sums
the frequency of occurrence of potential interactions over all optimal and near-optimal
parsimonious histories. To accomplish this, we will no longer deal with individual solu-
tions/histories, but with cost classes of solutions. Consider a derivation with back-pointers
〈e, i〉, with cost c(〈e, i〉), deriving a particular vertex x. The cost class of 〈e, i〉 is the set of




= [〈e, i〉] = {〈e′, i′〉 | c (〈e′, i′〉) = c (〈e, i〉) ∧ h(e) = h(e′)}. (5.4)
The chosen notation denotes that the cost classes define an equivalence relation on the set of
derivations and derivations with back-pointers. Just as with derivations with back-pointers,




. Finally, the notation D̂(x)s also










We now want to accumulate the top-k cost classes of the root r of the hypergraph.
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In general, this constitutes many more than the top k individual solutions, because there
are many ways to obtain different solutions of equivalent cost. The key to developing an
efficient algorithm for this task is to realize that we can count all derivations belonging to
the top-k score classes of a vertex without enumerating them.
Consider a generic vertex x in the hypergraph, and assume that, for all preceding ver-
tices of x, we have computed their top j cost classes. It is then possible to compute the top
j cost classes for x. First, note that since the cost function is monotonically increasing, the
lowest cost solution that can be obtained via hyperarc e is the sum of the cost of traversing
e plus the cost of the best solution classes for each of the vertices in the tail of e.
Given a monotonically increasing cost function and a derivation with back-pointers
〈e, i〉, the succeeding (i.e. next-best) cost class yielded via a hyperarc e will always reside
in the neighborhood of 〈e, i〉; this is the essential observation behind so-called cube pruning
and cube growing approaches [56, 51] for enumerating k best derivations. Denote by b`
the vector having a 1 in its `-th position and a 0 everywhere else. Then, we define the
neighborhood of 〈e, i〉 as N (〈e, i〉) = {〈e, i + b`〉}|`|−1`=0 .
This means that we can efficiently enumerate the top k cost classes for a vertex x
by maintaining a priority queue of the potential best derivations. The queue is initially
populated with {〈e,0〉}e∈BS(x). When a derivation is removed from the queue, its neighbors
are added to the queue, and this process continues until all derivations have been exhausted
or until the top k cost classes have been enumerated. The process can be made even more
efficient using the faster cube pruning approach introduced by Gesmundo and Henderson
[51], which partially orders derivations to ensure that for each derivation, only a single of
its potential predecessors will attempt to add it to the queue.
Let 〈e, i〉 be the j-th best derivation using hyperarc e. We can define the count of this
derivation as follows:









That is, the number of ways we can obtain the score c (〈e, i〉) using hyperarc e is the prod-
uct of the sizes of the cost classes used from each of the sub-derivations in 〈e, i〉. The cost
of 〈e, i〉 when considering cost classes is the same as when considering individual deriva-
tions, and remains unchanged from ??; this is because, by definition, all of the solutions
belonging to the same cost class have the same cost.
Finally, to obtain the count of a cost class of derivations for a particular vertex x, we can
merge the equivalent cost classes over all incoming hyperarcs. Let # (es) be the number
of ways of deriving h(e) using hyperarc e at a cost of s. Then the count of the cost class of








# (es) . (5.6)
This equation simply stipulates that whenever different incoming hyperarcs of x have cost
classes of the same cost s, their counts are additively combined to obtain the cardinality of
the cost class of x at this cost.
5.4.1 The Up-Down Algorithm
We develop an algorithm, called the “up-down” algorithm, to compute the frequency with
which ancestral states occur in the ensemble of optimal and near-optimal solutions. The
algorithm has two phases. The first (up) phase computes the top k cost classes at each
vertex and across each visited hyperarc. This provides information about the costs of these
classes and their cardinalities to the second (down) phase of the algorithm. The down phase
computes the frequency of occurrence of each vertex and hyperarc that participates in the
near-optimal ensemble of solutions. A probability mass of 1 is given for deriving the root
vertex r via some considered solution, and this probability mass is divided up among the
vertices in the solution ensemble by considering the weighted frequency with which they






















































































































































































































































































































































































































Algorithm 4: SOPH: Top-k Algorithm
input : x, k,Q
output: Vector C of the top k cost classes of x
C = ∅;
while |Q| > 0 and |C| < k do
〈e, i〉 = Q.pop();
L = |C| − 1;
/* If this dbp has the same cost as the last */
if c (〈e, i〉) = c (C [L]) then
/* Then merge their counts */
merge(C [L] , 〈e, i〉);
else
/* Else, create and append a new cost class */
append(C, CostClass(〈e, i〉));




Up Phase The up phase of the algorithm (algorithm 5) traverses H in topological order,
computing the top k cost classes at each vertex. Since the cost function is monotonically
increasing within each edge, we can assure that, to obtain the top k score classes at a vertex
x, it will always be sufficient to have computed the top k cost classes for all of x’s preceding
vertices. The up phase of our algorithm is very similar to algorithm 2 from [56], except
that cost classes of derivations with equivalent costs using different hyperarcs are merged.
A simple example from the up phase of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Down Phase The down phase of the algorithm (algorithm 6) traverses H in reverse topo-
logical order. The root vertex r is given a probability mass of 1, and the purpose of this
phase of the algorithm is to determine how this probability mass should be distributed over
the vertices and hyperarcs that participate in the ensemble of optimal and near-optimal so-


































































   
   
   














   
   
   
   









































   
   
   
   







   
   
   






















   
   
   
   




































   
   
   
   








   
   
   
   










   
   
   
   










   
   
   
   








   
   
   
   








   
   
   
   










   
   
   
   





































































































































































































































































Algorithm 5: SOPH: Up Phase Algorithm
input : Hypergraph H , designated root vertex r
output: Top k cost classes for all vertices in VH
/* We know all potential solutions for the leaves */
foreach x ∈ Leaves(H) do
populate the top k score classes of x.
C = ∅;
foreach x ∈ VH in topological order do
Q = ∅;
foreach e ∈ BS(x) do
Q.append(〈e,0〉);
C [x] = TopKCostClasses (x, k,Q);
return C;
Up Phase
by the weight function w(s, x) described in ??), and the probability mass assigned to all
derivations of x of cost s is divided proportionally among the incoming hyperarcs. That
is, the fraction of probability mass contributed to hyperarc e by cost class D̂(x)s is simply
the number of derivations of cost s using e divided by the total number of derivations of
this cost. Each hyperarc will receive probability mass in this manner from each of the cost
classes in which it participates. Finally, the probability mass assigned to a vertex is the sum
over all hyperarcs for which it is contained in the tail of the probability mass of the head
vertex of the hyperarc times the total probability of traversing that hyperarc. However, we
do not want to simply distribute the probability over the top k cost classes for each vertex,
because not all of these cost classes may contribute to solutions deriving the top k cost
classes of the root. We define the frontier of a cost class D̂(x)s and hyperarc e ∈ D̂(x)s
to be the maximum index, over all derivations in the cost class, of the back pointer to each










As a slight abuse of notation, we will allow frontier(D̂(x)s, e) to be addressed by both the
index of a tail vertex in e, as well as by the vertex y itself. By starting at the root vertex
and keeping track of the appropriate frontiers, we can distribute probability mass over only
those cost classes of each vertex that are used to derive a top k cost class of the root.
We must also decide how the probability mass at a particular vertex should be dis-
tributed over the solutions in each of its cost classes. For example, how much more likely
is a history that belongs to the optimal cost class than one that belongs to the second best,
or more generally, the ith best cost class. If there is only a single cost class, all of the prob-
ability mass is assigned to the solutions from the class. Otherwise, these weights are dis-














is a normalizing constant, and xmin and xmax are shorthand for the minimum and maximum
costs for the computed cost classes of vertex x.
Finally, notice that in Algorithm 6, we keep track of two distinct probabilities for each
vertex, which we call the “in” and “out” probabilities. As the output of the algorithm,
we are interested only in the “out” probabilities, but both must be computed. The “in”
probability quantifies the relative frequency, among parsimonious histories, of entering the
vertex x corresponding to a particular state (e.g. ({u, v}, f)). However, the derivations of
this vertex will often traverse an incoming hyperarc that represents changing the state of
the ancestral interaction between u and v. For example, if we derive x = ({u, v}, f) via
hyperarc e, where the state of the interaction function for vertices in t(e) is f̄ , then the





because the derivation via e actually implies an ancestral history in which the flip from f to
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f̄ occurred between u and v. However, as the “in” probabilities are necessary to compute
the “out” probabilities, we keep track of both of them in the down phase of the algorithm.
We use the res function to determine to which state’s “out” probability a vertex / hyperarc
pair should contribute. For leaf vertices (i.e. those with no incident hyperarcs), the “out”
probabilities are set equal to the “in” probabilities. Let x = ({u, v}, f) be an arbitrary
vertex in the hypergraph, and e be a hyperarc in BS(x), then we define
res(x, e) =







A simple example from the down phase of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Algorithm 6: SOPH: Down Phase Algorithm
input : Hypergraph H , with top-k cost classes.
output: Relative frequencies, over parsimonious histories, for all ancestral states.




/* The root uses k cost classes and has prob. 1 */
maxClass[r] = k;
pin[r] = 1.0;
foreach x ∈ VH in reverse topological order do
parc = 0;

















fe = frontier(D̂(x), e);
foreach y ∈ t(e) do
maxClass[y] = max(maxClass[y], fe(y) + 1);











z = res(x, e);
pout[z] = pout[z] + pin[x] ∗ pxs ∗ parc[e];
foreach y ∈ e do




We test the performance of our approach on two different tasks. First, we again consider
the reconstruction of the ancestral interaction networks for the bZIP family of proteins.
However, in addition to the experiments performed in Chapter 4, we also consider the per-
formance of our new method under the addition of simulated noise to the input data. How
the method behaves under the presence of noise is particularly important, given the high
rate of false-positive and false-negative interactions that occur in experimentally measured
data [118]. For all experiments presented in this section, we consider the top k = 100 cost
classes and set γ, the parameter that determines the relative weight of the different cost
classes to k/2 = 50.0.
5.5.1 Reconstructing bZIP Networks in the Presence of Noise
The reconstruction of the ancestral network state for the bZIP family of proteins was first
undertaken by Pinney et al. [105]. The bZIP transcription factors make an enticing set of
data on which to test methods for ancestral network reconstruction because the interactions
between these transcription factors are strongly mediated by their coiled-coil leucine zip-
per domains, and the strength of these interactions can be computationally predicted with
high sensitivity and specificity using sequence alone [45]. This means that the interaction
affinity of ancestral proteins can be estimated with reasonably high confidence by first es-
timating the ancestral sequence and then performing a sequence-based prediction of the
interaction affinity between the ancestral protein sequences. This sequence-based method
was used to predict the interaction strength between both extant and inferred ancestral bZIP
proteins sequences. These interaction affinities were used to generate both the input data
(i.e. the extant interactions) as well as the “ground truth” ancestral interactions [105].
We consider the ancestral network reconstruction problem on the bZIP family of tran-
scription factors under three different sets of input data. The original data consists of
interaction scores as predicted by the software of Fong et al. [45]. This software computes
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Table 5.1: SOPH: Results SOPH vs. Probabilistic Approach
The relative performance of our sum over parsimonious histories (SOPH) approach and
the probabilistic method described by Pinney et al. in reconstructing the ancestral
interaction networks we consider.
Ancestor Method F1-Score (σ = 0, 10, 20) BEDROC (σ = 0, 10, 20)
Teleost
SOPH 0.84, 0.77, 0.70 0.90, 0.88, 0.84
Probabilistic 0.79, 0.68, 0.58 0.82, 0.73, 0.69
Vertebrata
SOPH 0.88, 0.79, 0.73 0.92, 0.93, 0.87
Probabilistic 0.82, 0.72, 0.61 0.92, 0.83, 0.76
Chordata
SOPH 0.77, 0.72, 0.68 0.89, 0.86, 0.75
Probabilistic 0.75, 0.71, 0.62 0.88, 0.85, 0.60
a score for each pair of proteins which predicts the affinity of their potential interaction.
Higher scores are assigned to pairs of proteins where the model predicts a greater propen-
sity for a strong interaction between these proteins. All data is binarized by creating an
input interaction for all pairs of proteins where the interaction score is greater than or equal
to 30.6 (the score for which the probability of an interaction existing given the score is
0.5) [105]. To create noisy versions of the data, Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard
deviations of 10 and 20 was added to the data and the resulting interaction scores binarized.
For each of the noise levels of the input data (0, 10 and 20) we reconstruct three ancestral
networks — Teleost (ancestor of D. rerio and T. rubripes), Vertebrata (ancestor of D. rerio,
T. rubripes and H. sapiens) and Chordate (ancestor of D. rerio, T. rubripes, H. sapiens,
and C. intestinalis).
To measure the quality of the ancestral network reconstruction, we consider two sep-
arate metrics, the F1-Score (the harmonic mean of the precision and recall), and the
BEDROC score [127]. The BEDROC metric is an AUC metric meant to deal with the
so-called early enrichment or early recognition problem. Intuitively, the BEDROC metric
weights the accuracy more heavily early on in the retrieval list.
Table 5.1 demonstrates the performance of our ancestral network reconstruction pro-
cedure compared to the probabilistic model used by Pinney et al. [105]. We find that our
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method outperforms the probabilistic method under both of the metrics that we consider.
The truly interesting trend, however, is the growing difference in performance as the data
becomes noisier. In the no noise case, the performance difference between the two methods
is small, suggesting they both perform reasonably well on this dataset given high quality
input. As the noise increases, so does the performance gap between the two methods. In
fact, with the exception of the Chordata network, the SOPH approach is more accurate at a
noise level of 20 than the probabilistic method is at a noise level of 10.
These results suggest the potential benefit of employing the sum over parsimonious
histories approach to the ancestral network reconstruction problem, especially on real data,
where the input may be very noisy and the false-positive and false-negative rates very high.
More generally, the results demonstrate that the probabilistic method, though potentially
more robust to noise than the naïve parsimony approach, is not inherently superior in this
aspect to advanced (i.e. ensemble) methods based on parsimony. By exploring all optimal
and near-optimal parsimonious histories, our method is able to overcome one of the main
shortcomings of previous parsimony-based approaches and to provide substantially better
performance, in most cases, than any of the pre-existing methods.
5.5.2 Imputing Missing Interactions
The down phase of our algorithm generates scores not only for ancestral interactions, but
also for extant interactions. That is, given the structure of the duplication forest and the
extant interactions, we obtain a score for each potential extant interaction, quantifying how
much we expect this interaction to exist. One way to view these scores is as a parsimony
weighted smoothing of the input data. This suggests that we may use the output scores of
potential interactions to identify specific interactions that we would or would not expect
to see given the duplication histories and the rest of the observed interactions. For all
experiments discussed in this section, we computed the top k = 100 cost classes and set
γ = 1.0.
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Missing Data Cross Validation
To test the ability of the parsimony scores to predict potential extant interactions, we con-
sider a set of leave-one-out cross validation experiments. We use the herpesviral protein
interaction networks of Fossum et al. [47]. In particular, they consider the whole proteome
interaction networks of 5 different herpes viruses the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), herpes
simplex virus 1 (HSV-1), murine cytomegalovirus (mCMV), Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated
herpesvirus (KSHV), and the varicella-zoster virus (VZV). Together, these viruses span
the α, β, and γ herpesvirus subfamilies and represent a sampling of viruses which have
diverged substantially since the speciation of their common ancestor about 400M years
ago [83, 84]. Despite this divergence, there is still a set of core orthologs which are present
in all of the species.
To generate the data for our experiments, we use the species tree representing the rela-
tionships between the 5 herpes virus species given by [83, 84]. For each of the proteins in
the core orthology groups assigned by Fossum et al. [47], we obtained the sequences from
the UniProt database [27]. We then constructed gene trees for each of the orthology groups
using PyCogent [66]. Finally, the gene trees were rooted, reconciled with the species tree
and rearranged using the Notung 2 software [35, 129] with the default parameters.
Given the reconciled gene trees for each orthology group and the high-confidence in-
teractions reported by Fossum et al. [47], we perform the following experiment. Let O
denote the set of orthology groups, and for each pair (a, b) of groups in O × O, let Iab
denote the set of interactions between groups a and b. For each pair (a, b) of orthology
groups where |Iab| > 1, we consider each interaction i in Iab in turn, and remove i while
leaving the remaining interactions fixed. This yields a problem instance for our algorithm
consisting of the reconciled trees Ta and Tb for orthology groups a and b, and the set of
interactions Iab \ {i}. We run our algorithm on this instance, and record the score assigned
to each potential interaction. We sort the potential interactions according to their proba-
bilities, and report the relative rank of i, the left-out interaction, among the list of extant,
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non-input interactions. In other words, let La and Lb denote the leaf nodes of Ta and Tb
(not considering nodes marked as lost by the reconciliation algorithm). Then, we consider
all potential interactions i′ ∈ Pab, where Pab = (La × Lb) \ (Iab \ {i}), and sort them in
ascending order according to their assigned scores. We compute the relative rank of i in
this list as rankrel(i) = rank(i)/ |Pab|.
One consideration to note is that we look at the scores assigned to the potential inter-
actions in ascending, not descending, order of their probabilities. This means that we are
considering those potential interactions as highly ranked which have low, not high, scores.
At first, this may seem counterintuitive. However, the reason we want to look for low-
scoring rather than high-scoring potential interactions is because we are interested in those
which are surprising in light of the structure of the duplication histories and other extant
interactions. For example, if there is a pair of proteins in one species whose orthologs all
interact in evolutionarily close species, but we observe no interaction between this pair, it
represents a surprising and somewhat unparsimonious scenario. We expect the weighted
score of this potential interaction over a sum of parsimonious histories to be low, not high.
Thus, when computing the relative ranks of potential interactions, we sort them in order by
their scores to look for the most surprising missing interactions.
Ideally, given the supporting evidence for the left-out interaction in terms of the struc-
ture of the gene trees and the remaining interactions, our algorithm will compute a prob-
ability for the left-out interaction that is relatively high with respect to the other potential
interactions, resulting in small relative rank. The relative rank is always in the range of 0
to 1 (inclusive), and if the ranks were assigned randomly, we would expect the left-out in-
teraction to have relative rank of 0.5 on average. We find that, across all homology groups,
the relative ranks computed by our algorithm for the left-out interactions are substantially
lower than we would expect by chance, with an average relative rank of 0.317.
We further characterize the benefit obtained by using our method to impute interactions
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Figure 5.4: SOPH: Imputing Missing Interactions
A histogram of the relative ranks of the “left-out” edge in our cross-validation experiments.
in two ways. First, we compute the histogram of the relative rank of the left-out interaction
over all (104) experiments. This histogram is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Observe that about
half of all interactions have a relative rank of 0; meaning that they occur first in their
respective lists. The distribution dips around 0.5; though this is likely due more to the data
than the method, as the majority of retrieval lists have length 3, making a relative rank
of 0.5 impossible. Finally, some number of interactions have relative ranks greater than
0.5. These cases are likely due to interactions which are surprising from an evolutionary
perspective, or simply a result of the sparsity of the input dataset. In particular, since the
experimental dataset used to perform these tests is hypothesized to have a relatively high
false-negative rate itself [47], it is likely the case that the evolutionary evidence to improve
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Figure 5.5: SOPH: Imputing Missing Interactions (Per-group)
A heatmap of the average relative ranks of the “left-out” edge between pairs of orthology
groups. Note that while for most groups, the relative rank is substantially lower than one
would expect by chance, certain pairs of groups (e.g. (31, 36)) exhibit an average relative
rank higher than would be expected by chance.
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the prediction of edges much more is simply missing.
In addition to the coarse grained view of the results provided by the histogram, Fig-
ure 5.5 provides a heatmap of the average relative rank of imputed interactions between
pairs of homology groups. Recall that to perform an experiment, we require a pair of in-
teraction groups to have at least two interactions between them; otherwise, removing the
single interaction between the two groups would erase all evidence, making the prediction
task pointless. Due to the sparsity of the initial data and the presumed low density of the
true interaction networks, many pairs of homology groups contain one or zero interactions
between them (they appear white in Figure 5.5) and are left out of the experiment. Among
the remaining groups, we again notice a somewhat bimodal distribution of relative ranks.
Between many pairs of groups, the missing interactions can be perfectly imputed (relative
rank of 0), while between others the task seems incredibly difficult (e.g. between groups 31
and 36 the average relative rank of the left-out edge was 1). Again, this suggests that when
there is sufficient evolutionary evidence, missing interactions can be imputed with high ac-
curacy. Because we don’t have a true gold-standard set of interactions, we cannot reliably
hypothesize whether the imputed interactions with large relative ranks are due to a failure
of the method (i.e. evolutionarily non-parsimonious interactions) or simply false-negatives
in the input data.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel sum over parsimonious histories method for solving
the ancestral network reconstruction problem. It addresses the shortcoming of the method
presented in Chapter 4 by considering, rather than a single history, a weighted ensem-
ble consisting of all optimal and near-optimal parsimonious histories. We show that this
makes the results robust to the presence of noise in the input (Section 5.5.1), and allows
our parsimony approach to outperform the probabilistic approach to ancestral network re-
construction [105] at all considered noise levels. Further, we observe that, as the noise
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level increases, so does the gap in performance between our method and the probabilistic
approach; suggesting the desirability of applying our method to experimental data, which
is known to contain high levels of noise.
We also test the ability of our method to impute potentially missing extant interactions
in a set of herpesviral protein interaction data (Section 5.5.2). We find that our method
can reliably exploit evolutionary evidence for the existence of missing interactions; re-
calling the true missing interaction in a ranked list of potential interactions significantly
sooner than would be expected by chance. Our method, therefore, may be useful in pri-
oritizing low-throughput but high-accuracy protein interaction experiments by suggesting
which interactions are more likely than others to exist given the current experimental and
evolutionary evidence.
As future work, we’d like to extend the framework to handle evolutionary events for
genes aside from duplication and loss. Though duplication and loss constitute the majority
of events by which the genome (and hence the protein network) evolves, rarer events —
specifically horizontal gene transfer and novel gene birth — can play a significant role. By
extending our combinatorial encoding of interaction histories to include these rarer events,
and by augmenting our algorithms to account for them, we will likely be able to improve
the accuracy of our ancestral network inference even further.
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Chapter 6
A Non-parametric Framework for Learning Network Growth Models
This chapter is based on the paper “The Missing Models: A Data-Driven Approach for
Learning How Networks Grow”, written in collaboration with G. Duggal, E. Sefer, H.
Wang, D. Filippova and C. Kingsford, that will appear in the Proceedings of KDD 2012.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop a novel framework to represent network growth models and
propose a non-parametric method to learn new models of network growth by matching
user-specified properties of real-world networks. While the approaches in Chapters 4
and 5 allowed us to reconstruct the growth process of specific biological networks and
ask questions about the state of their ancestors, we often wish to characterize the tempo-
ral evolution of networks on a larger and more general scale. One successful approach
to understanding the general principles of network growth is via the creation of idealized
network models such as the forest fire model [75], the Kronecker model [76], duplica-
tion/mutation models [9, 57, 116, 121, 128], preferential attachment models [e.g. 8], and
others [18, 33, 62, 73, 110]. These models provide a probabilistic and mechanistic way to
describe the growth of particular classes of networks, generally in terms of combinations
of simple operations such as node and edge creation and deletion, node duplication, node
expansion (replacing a node by a subgraph), or influence propagation. Such models are
particularly important in understanding the emergence of topological characteristics such
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as shrinking diameter, assortativity or disassortativity, and modularity as networks grow. In
fact, the creation of network growth models to explain the processes by which biological,
social, and technological networks have evolved over time represents a substantial body of
research, and has become increasingly central to gaining insight into how these networks
function.
In addition to providing an idealized simulation of real-world growth, network models
have a number of other uses—some of which do not even require that the models them-
selves are interpretable. For example, they can serve as null models for the detection of
statistically surprising topological features in a graph, can be used for large-scale perfor-
mance testing for time-consuming graph algorithms, can aid in reconstructing ancient net-
works [92], and can help with anonymization [76].
Early theoretical work on network models began in 1960 with the Erdős-Rényi
model [38]. Subsequent work identified a scale-free degree distribution [8] and small-
world property [130] as common features of real-world networks and produced models
that generated them. Later models incorporated other network properties as objectives in
various domains, such as shrinking diameter of a growing social network [75] (the for-
est fire model) and clustering coefficient for biological protein interaction networks [128]
(the duplication, mutation, with complementarity or DMC model). Subsequent efforts [e.g.
1, 97] have attempted to manually design models that fit various additional features simul-
taneously in order to produce more realistic networks. Recently, there has also been work
on models that attempt to match not only the topology of real networks, but also richer
features such as node attributes [119, 61]. The creation of a parsimonious, plausible, and
well-fitting growth model is typically a challenging task, and as more varied, large-scale
networks are studied, new important properties will be identified, requiring new models
to be developed. However, hand-crafted models can match desired topological properties
only as well as the creativity and persistence of the model designer allow.
Here, we introduce a formal representation that can encode many of the most commonly
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studied growth models, as well as many other models yet to be discovered. We also present
an optimization framework that allows for the automatic discovery of new models fitting
desired properties within this formal representation. These learned models can be used to
generate large classes of exemplar networks that match input features well. They are also
interpretable (with some amount of effort). Often, because the framework can generally
find many distinct models that match the desired properties, the set of models itself can
be minded for motifs that are effective at generating a particular property. Additionally,
the ease with which good-fitting models can be found can be used as a measure of the
ubiquity of that feature among graph growth mechanisms. Finally, in many cases, the
computationally optimized models match real-world properties better than hand-crafted
models.
Very little previous work has addressed the challenge of automatic design of network
models. Some previous frameworks are capable of adapting models to new data by re-
estimating parameters that govern the network growth process. For example, the Kronecker
graph model [76] can be combined with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (Kron-
Fit [76]) to estimate its parameters in order to fit some properties for very large networks.
Similar parameter estimation has been done for other recursive network models [1]. These
approaches, however, are limited to parameter estimation only and cannot generate truly
novel network growth mechanisms. Middendorf et al. [85, 86] address the model-selection
problem of choosing from among a small number of existing models, for example, they
found that protein-protein interaction networks were best fit by the DMC [128] model.
However, their procedure neither generates new models nor fits parameters for existing
models.
The framework we propose, GrowCode, addresses these deficiencies by representing
basic random graph operations and other natural building blocks of models as instructions
that operate in a register-based virtual machine. The intuitive motivation behind our frame-
work is to provide a general and effective set of atomic operations or building blocks of
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network growth. A sequence of such operations defines an iteration of the network growth
process, and repeated iterations of this sequence of operations evolve a network over time.
We show that a small set of instructions — only 4 of which have parameters — are suffi-
cient to describe preferential attachment, a forest-fire-like model, and a duplication model
(and intuitively many other models as well). Because, additionally, the instructions oper-
ate on a simple machine with only 3 registers, this formal representation limits the search
space of possible programs, allowing a genetic algorithm to search the space effectively.
We show that it is possible to quickly and automatically learn network growth models
that satisfy key properties of social, technological, and biological networks using the Grow-
Code framework. The fit of these models to the basic topological properties of degree dis-
tribution, assortativity, and clustering coefficient is often superior to hand-crafted models.
In particular, we learn a model for yeast protein interaction networks [132] that generates
graphs with far better agreement to the observed values of the clustering coefficient and de-
gree distribution than the popular duplication/mutation with complementary (DMC) model
often used to simulate these networks. For a recent scientific co-authorship network [17],
we are able to better match assortativity and degree distribution than graphs produced by
the Kronecker model with optimized parameters [75]. Finally, for an autonomous systems
internet graph, we are able to find a model that is simultaneously a much better match than
a Kronecker model for clustering coefficient, assortativity, and degree distribution. The
models we learn in all these settings produce graphs that are at least as diverse as those
produced by the competing hand-crafted models, indicating that we are producing truly
random graph models.
Although the framework we present here applies to undirected and unattributed graphs,
the GrowCode approach is general, and can be easily extended to other classes of graphs as
well. GrowCode also points the way to new techniques for more systematic and automatic
study of network growth models themselves.
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6.2 The GrowCode Framework
We describe a novel framework, GrowCode, in which growth models may be expressed
concisely and programmatically. We define a simple register machine and a set of 15
instructions that execute on it. Every sequence of instructions is a syntactically correct
program that encodes some network growth model in a compact form. The instruction set
contains instructions that represent specific, basic operations affecting the graph topology.
There are also few instructions to manage registers and control the program flow. The in-
structions were selected because they are natural building blocks of growth models capable
of representing a variety of extant and unknown models.
As the GrowCode machine executes a program, it modifies the topology of a growing
graph. Each pass through a GrowCode program defines a single step of the growth proce-
dure. To grow a network for t steps using the GrowCode program, the program is executed
from start to finish t times. Thus, the model described by every GrowCode program is im-
plicitly parameterized on t, which is related to the desired size of the output graph. Between
subsequent growth steps (i.e. between subsequent invocations of a program), the registers
of the GrowCode machine are populated randomly with nodes from the current graph. In
addition to several randomized instructions, this helps GrowCode programs encode non-
deterministic growth models, and different runs of the same program nearly always produce
different graphs.
6.2.1 A Register Machine
GrowCode runs on a virtual machine with three registers r0, r1, r2 that can store positive
integers. The positive integer values in the registers usually correspond to vertex IDs in the
graph, although they sometimes hold implicit parameters used by some instructions. The
special value NIL in a register means that the register is empty.
The machine maintains a program counter, PC, indicating the currently executing in-
struction. After an instruction is executed, PC is incremented so that the program is exe-
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Table 6.1: GC: Instruction Set
Complete GrowCode instruction set
Name Description
NEW NODE create new node
CREATE EDGE create new edge
RANDOM NODE pick random node
RANDOM EDGE pick random edge
INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(p) label neighbors with u
ATTACH TO INFLUENCED add edges to neighbors labeled u
DETACH FROM INFLUENCED remove edges to neighbors labeled u
CLEAR INFLUENCED clear all labels from L
REWIND(r, i) jump back r positions i times
SKIP INSTRUCTION(p) skip next instruction
SET(i) copy node ID to r2
SAVE copy r0 to r2
LOAD copy r2 to r0
SWAP swap r0 and r1
CLEAR r2 set r2 to NIL
cuted sequentially unless one of the instructions responsible for control flow manipulates
the PC. Programs can be self-modifying in a very limited way to support looping (see the
REWIND instruction below). Program execution terminates once the location of PC has
exceeds the length of the program.
Additionally, the machine has a limited memory L : V → V that can store a single
vertex ID associated with each vertex in V , the set of vertices in the growing graph. The
value L(v) on node v need not be the vertex ID of v, but rather can be the ID of some
other node in V . This allows programs to mark nodes with IDs of arbitrary other nodes
in the graph, which is how programs can spread the influence of a node in the graph (see
section 6.2.2). If L(v) = NIL, then v is considered to have no label.
6.2.2 An Instruction Set
Instruction Set Design. Design of instruction sets is a difficult, problem. Operations
in the GrowCode instruction set were selected so that they are representative of the basic
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network operations. Individual instructions are easily interpretable and are similar to those
used by the hand-created growth models. Intuitively, combinations of these instructions
can produce growth models that can generate networks with the desired properties. The
combination of instructions used here is but one example among many possible instruction
sets. This set of instructions can be extended to include other instructions to accommodate
new growth processes. A good set of instructions makes it much easier to optimize a
difficult objective [14]; however, it is out of the scope of this paper to completely resolve
the problem of instruction set design. Rather we provide evidence that one instruction set
(Table 6.1) works well for several common classes of graphs.
GrowCode Instructions. The GrowCode instructions (Table 6.1) can be subdivided into
4 categories: (1) graph operations, (2) influence operations, (3) control flow operations, and
(4) register manipulation operations. The first two sets of operations deal with modifying
the topology of the growing graph while the 3rd and 4th sets of operations deal with man-
aging the control flow of the GrowCode program and the state of the GrowCode machine.
See Table 6.1 for a complete list of instructions. Below, we describe how each of these
affects the state of the GrowCode machine and the graph being generated. In section 6.3,
we show how several network growth models can be expressed with these instructions.
Graph Operations. The graph operations perform basic modifications of graph topol-
ogy. The NEW NODE operation creates a new node in the growing graph with a unique ID
that is placed in register r0. The CREATE EDGE operation is used to introduce a single
new edge in the graph. The machine first fetches the nodes from r0 (u) and r1 (v) and
then creates a new edge {u, v} in the graph. The state of the registers after a CREATE EDGE
operation remains unchanged, so if such an edge already exists, the operation has no effect.
The RANDOM NODE operation selects a node uniformly at random from the current graph
and places this node into r0. Finally, the RANDOM EDGE operation selects an edge {u, v}
uniformly at random from the current graph, and places u in r0 and v in r1.
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Influence Operations. The influence operations allow nodes to exert an influence on
other nodes in the graph. We say that a node v is influenced by u if L(v) = u. This
concept of influence is important to produce graphs with properties such as homophily
where, to varying degrees, connected nodes share topological neighborhoods. The core
influence operation, INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(p), allows a node to influence a subset of its
neighborhood. To execute the INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(p) operation, the machine fetches
the node ID from r0; this node, u, becomes the central, or influential node. It then assigns
the mark u to every neighbor v of u by setting L(v) = u independently with probability p.
Each newly marked node, v, in turn marks its neighbors with the value u with probability
pd(u,v), where d(u, v) is the shortest path distance between u and v. If r2 is not NIL, only
nodes v such that d(u, v) < r2 can potentially be affected by the influence operation. If
r2 = NIL, the influence operation continues until the probabilistic process dies out and
no more nodes are marked.
The INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(p) operation works in conjunction with three other influ-
ence operations. ATTACH TO INFLUENCED creates edges between the node in r0, w, and
all nodes in the graph marked with the value in r1 = u. That is, it creates edges {w, v} for
all v such that L(v) = u. This provides a general mechanism to make the neighborhoods of
two nodes more similar to each other. The DETACH FROM INFLUENCED operation fetches
a node u from r0 and removes all edges {u, v} from the graph where L(v) = u. Finally,
the CLEAR INFLUENCED operation erases the contents of L so that future operations can
work with a clear memory. Figure 6.1 illustrates these influence operations.
Control Flow Operations. The control flow operations alter the order of execution of
GrowCode instructions. The REWIND(r, i) instruction allows for loop-like structures in
GrowCode programs. The first argument r is a natural number specifying the number of
times PC should be decremented when the instruction is executed (i.e. how far the PC












4 main categories, simple graph operations, graph influence opera-
tions, control flow operations and register manipulation operations.
We introduce the groups of instructions in this order and describe
how each of them affects the state of the GrowCode machine and
the graph being generated.
The first category of instructions deals with simple modifications
of graph topology. The New node operation introduces a new
node to the growing graph. The new node is guaranteed to have
a unique name, and the name of this node is placed in r0. The
Create edge operation is used to introduce a single new edge to
the graph. The machine first fetches the nodes from r0 (u) and r1
(v) and then creates a new edge u, v in the graph. The state of
the registers after a Create edge operation remains unchanged, so
if such an edge already existed, the operation has no effect. The
Random node operation selects a node uniformly at random from
the current graph and places this node into r0. Finally, the Random
edge operation selects an edge u, v uniformly at random from the





The second class of operations in the GrowCode 1.0 instruction set
allow for nodes to exert an influence on other nodes in the graph.
We say that a node v is under the influence of node u if L v u.
This concept of influence is important to produce graphs with prop-
erties such as homophily where, to varying degrees, topological
neighborhoods are shared by connected nodes. The core influence
operation is Influence neighbors(p) , which allows a node to influ-
ence its neighborhood out to a specific distance. Though Influence
neighbors(p) takes only 1 parameter, p, its effect relies upon the
contents of r0 and r2. To execute the Influence neighbors(p) op-
eration, the machine fetches the contents of r0; this node, u, is the
central or influential node. The contents, k, of r2 are also fetched,
and k is set as the maximum topological radius of the influence op-
eration. That is, only nodes v such that d u, v k can potentially
be affected by the influence operation. The influence operation as-
signs the label u to every neighbor of u with probability p. Each
labeled node, v, in turn labels its neighbors with u with probability
pd u,v unless d u, v k. This process continues until no more
nodes are chosen to be labeled with u.
The Influence neighbors(p) operation works in conjunction with
3 other operations. The first is the Attach to influenced operation.
Attach to influenced attaches a node u to all nodes labeled with
the name of another node v. This provides a general mechanism to
make the neighborhoods of two nodes more similar to each other.
More specifically, Attach to influenced fetches the contents u
from r0, and v from r1, and adds edges u,w to the graph w
s.t. L w v. The Detach from influenced operation is, in many
ways, an inverse to Attach to influenced . It fetches a node u from
r0 and removes all edges u,w from the graph where L w u.
Finally, the Clear influenced operation erases the contents of L
so that future operations can work with a clear label memory.
￿(p) Influence neighbors(p)
￿ Attach to influenced❝ ...... ￿ Detach from influenced
Clear influenced
The preceding sets of operations dealt with modifying the topology
of the growing graph. The final two sets of operations deal instead
with managing the control flow of the actual GrowCode program
and the state of the GrowCode machine. The control flow opera-
tions are Loop(i) , Repeat , and Skip instruction(p) .
The Loop(i) and Repeat nstructions work in tandem and allow
for the definition of loops in a GrowCode program. The Loop(i)
operation denotes the beginning of a programmatic loop while its
argument, i, is a natural number that specifies how many times the
loop should be executed. Each time a loop is executed, its loop
counter is decremented by 1 and when this counter reaches 0 we say
that the loop has been exhausted. Each Repeat is paired with the
nearest preceding (and non-exhausted) Loop(i) instruction. The
Repeat instruction sets the PC to the location of its currently paired
loop instruction. The last of the control flow operations is Skip
instruction(p) . This instruction advances the PC by a value of
2 with probability p; thus allowing proceeding instruction to be




The final, and possibly simplest set of operations allow one to man-
age the state of the GrowCode machine by manipulating its 3 reg-
isters directly. The Set(i) operation takes a single argument i, the
identifier of an existing node, and places this node in r2. The Save
operation places the contents of r0 into r2 and the Load opera-
tion places the contents of r2 into r0. The Swap operation swaps
the contents of r0 and r1. Finally, the Clear registers operation
clears the contents of all registers. Specifically, it sets the state of







3. LEARNING GROWTH MODELS WITH
GROWCODE
The GrowCode framework introduced in section 2 is a novel and in-
teresting way to view the process of network growth. It allows one
to encode network growth models in a specific and often concise
way by a providing a simple language whose primitive instructions
relate to topological graph operations. In fact, in section 4, we show
how a few popular network growth models can be expressed in the
GrowCode 1.0 language.
One of the most interesting benefits of expressing growth models
in an explicit and fixed language, however, is that we can now for-
mally frame the problem of learning an accurate growth model as
an optimization problem over the space of GrowCode programs.
Specifically, we describe how the process of learning a GrowCode
program that grows graphs having specific static or dynamic prop-
erties can be framed as a non-linear optimization problem, and ap-
proached successfully using genetic programming techniques.
A major benefit of framing the search for a growth model this way
is that very specific and often difficult to express graph properties








4 main categories, simple graph operations, graph influence opera-
tions, control flow operations and register manipulation operations.
We introduce the groups of instructions in this order and describe
how each of them affects the state of the GrowCode machine and
the graph being generated.
The first category of instructions deals with simple modifications
of graph topology. The New node operation introduces a new
node to the growing graph. The new node is guaranteed to have
a unique name, and the name of this node is placed in r0. The
Create edge operation is used to introduce a single new edge to
the graph. The machine first fetches the nodes from r0 (u) and r1
(v) and then creates a new edge u, v in the graph. The state of
the registers after a Create edge operation remains unchanged, so
if such an edge already existed, the operation has no effect. The
Random node operation selects a node uniformly at random from
the current graph and places this node into r0. Finally, the Random
edge operation selects an edge u, v uniformly at random from the
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The second class of operations in the GrowCode 1.0 instruction set
allow for nodes to exert an influence on other nodes in the graph.
We say that a node v is under the influence of node u if L v u.
This concept of influence is important to produce graphs with prop-
erties such as homophily where, to varying degrees, topological
neighborhoods are shared by connected nodes. The core influence
operation is Influence neighbors(p) , which allows a node to influ-
ence its neighborhood out to a specific distance. Though Influence
neighbors(p) takes only 1 parameter, p, its effect relies upon the
contents of r0 and r2. To execute the Influence neighbors(p) op-
eration, the machine fetches the contents of r0; this node, u, is the
central or influential node. The contents, k, of r2 are also fetched if
r2 is not NIL, and k is set as the maximum topological radius of the
influence operation. That is, only nodes v such that d u, v k can
pot ntially be affected by the influence operation. The influence
operation assigns the label u to every neighbor of u with probabil-
ity p. Each labeled node, v, in turn labels its neighbors with u with
probability pd u,v unless d u, v k. This pro ess continues until
no more nodes are chosen to be labeled with u.
The Influence neighbors(p) operation works in conjunction with
3 other operations. The first is the Attach to influenced operation.
Attach to influenced attaches a node w to all nodes labeled with
the name of another node u. This provides a general mechanism to
make the neighborhoods of two nodes more similar to each other.
More specifically, Attach to influenced fetches the contents w
from r0, and u from r1, and adds edges w, v to the graph v s.t.
L v u. The Detach from influenced operation fetches a node
u from r0 and removes all edges u, v from the graph where L v
u. Finally, the Clear influenced operation erases the contents
of L so that future operations can work with a clear label memory.
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Clear influenced
The preceding sets of operations dealt with modifying the topology
of the growing graph. The final two sets of operations deal instead
with managing the control flow of the actual GrowCode program
and the state of the GrowCode machine. The control flow opera-
tions are Loop(i) , Repeat , and Skip instruction(p) .
The Loop(i) and Repeat nstructions work in tandem and allow
for the definition of loops in a GrowCode program. The Loop(i)
operation denotes the beginning of a programmatic loop while its
argument, i, is a natural number that specifies how many times the
loop should be executed. Each time a loop is executed, its loop
counter is decremented by 1 and when this counter reaches 0 we say
that the loop has been exhausted. Each Repeat is paired with the
nearest preceding (and non-exhausted) Loop(i) instruction. The
Repeat instruction sets the PC to the location of its currently paired
loop instruction. The last of the control flow operations is Skip
instruction(p) . This instruction advances the PC by a value of
2 with probability p; thus allowing proceeding instruction to be
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identifier of an existing node, and places this node in r2. The Save
operation places the contents of r0 into r2 and the Load opera-
tion places the contents of r2 into r0. The Swap operation swaps
the contents of r0 and r1. Finally, the Clear registers operation
clears the contents of all registers. Specifically, it sets the state of







3. LEARNING GROWTH MODELS WITH
GROWCODE
The GrowCode framework introduced in section 2 is a novel and in-
teresting way to view the process of network growth. It allows one
to encode network growth models in a specific and often concise
way by a providing a simple language whose primitive instructions
relate to topological graph operations. In fact, in section 4, we show
how a few popular network growth models can be expressed in the
GrowCode 1.0 language.
One of the most interesting benefits of expressing growth models
in an explicit and fixed language, however, is that we can now for-
mally frame the problem of learning an accurate growth model as
an optimization problem over the space of GrowCode programs.
Specifically, we describe how the process of learning a GrowCode
program that grows graphs having specific static or dynamic prop-
erties an be framed as a non-linear optimization problem, and ap-
proached successfully using genetic programming techniques.
A major benefit of fram ng the search for a growth model this way
is that very specific and ften difficult to express graph properties
can easily be encoded into the fitness function used during the opti-
4 main categories, simple graph operations, graph influence opera-
tions, control flow operations and register manipulation operations.
We introduce the groups of instructions in this order and describe
how each of them affects the state of the GrowCode machine and
the graph being generated.
The first category of instructions deals with simple modifications
of graph topology. The New node operation introduces a new
node to the growing graph. The new node is guaranteed to have
a unique name, and the name of this node is placed in r0. The
Create edge operation is used to introduce a single new edge to
the graph. The machine first fetches the nodes from r0 (u) and r1
(v) and then creates a new edge u, v in the graph. The state of
the registers after a Create edge operation remains unchanged, so
if such an edge alrea y exis ed, the operation has no effect. The
Random node operation selects a node u iformly at random from
the current graph and places this node into r0. Finally, the Random
edge operation selects an edge u, v uniformly at random from the





The second class of operations in the GrowCode 1.0 instruction set
allow for nodes to exert an influence on other nodes in the graph.
We say that a node v is under the influence of node u if L v u.
is concept of influence is important to produce graphs with prop-
erties such as homophily where, to varying degrees, topological
neighborhoods are shared by connected nodes. The cor influence
op ration is Influence neighbors(p) , which allows a node to influ-
ence its neighborh od out to a sp cific distance. Though Influence
neighbors(p) takes only 1 parameter, p, its effect relies upon the
contents of r0 and r2. To execute the Influence neighbors(p) op-
eration, the machine fetches the contents of r0; this node, u, is the
central or influential node. The contents, k, of r2 are also fetched if
r2 is not NIL, and k is set as the maximum topological radius of the
influence operation. That is, only nodes v such that d u, v k can
potentially be affected by the influence operation. The influence
operation assigns the label u to every neighbor of u with probabil-
ity p. Each labeled node, v, in turn labels its neighbors with u with
probability pd u,v unless d u, v k. This process continues until
no more nodes are chosen to be labeled with u.
The Influence neighbors(p) operation works in conjunction with
3 other operations. The first is the Attach to influenced operation.
Attach to influenced attaches a node w to all nodes labeled with
the name of another node u. This provides a general mechanism to
make the neighborhoods of two nodes more similar to each other.
More specifically, Attach to influenced fetches the contents w
from r0, and u from r1, and adds edges w, v to the graph v s.t.
L v u. The Detach from influenced operation fetches a node
u from r0 and removes all edges u, v from the graph where L v
u. Finally, the Clear influenced operation erases the contents
of L so that future operations can work with a clear label memory.
￿(p) Influence neighbors(p)
￿ Attach to influenced❝ ...... ￿ Detac from influenced
Clear influenced
The preceding sets of operations dealt with modifying the topology
of the growing graph. The final two sets of operations deal instead
with managing the control flow of the actual GrowCode program
and the state of the GrowCode machine. The control flow opera-
tions are Loop(i) , Repeat , and Skip instruction(p) .
The Loop(i) and Repeat nstructions work in tandem and allow
for the definition of loops in a GrowCode program. The Loop(i)
operation denotes the beginning of a programmatic loop while its
argument, i, is a natural number that specifies how many times the
loop should be executed. Each time a loop is executed, its loop
counter is decremented by 1 and when this counter reaches 0 we say
that the loop has been exhausted. Each Repeat is paired with the
nearest preceding (and non-exhausted) Loop(i) instruction. The
Repeat instruction sets the PC to the location of its currently paired
loop instruction. The last of the control flow operations is Skip
instruction(p) . This instruction advances the PC by a value of
2 with probability p; thus allowing proceeding instruction to be




The final, and possibly simplest set of operations allow one to man-
age the state of the GrowCode machine by manipulating its 3 reg-
isters directly. The Set(i) operation takes a single argument i, the
identifier of an existing node, and places this node in r2. The Save
operation places the contents of r0 into r2 and the Load opera-
tion places the contents of r2 into r0. The Swap operation swaps
the contents of r0 and r1. Finally, the Clear registers operation
clears the contents of all registers. Specifically, it sets the state of







3. LEARNING GROWTH MODELS WITH
GROWCODE
The GrowCode framework introduced in section 2 is a novel and in-
teresting way to view the process of network growth. It allows one
to encode network growth models in a specific and often concise
way by a providing a simple language whose primitive instructions
relate to topological graph operations. In fact, in section 4, we show
how a few popular network growth models can be expressed in the
GrowCode 1.0 language.
One of the most interesting benefits of expressing growth models
in an explicit and fixed language, however, is that we can now for-
mally frame the problem of learning an accurate growth model as
an optimization problem over the space of GrowCode programs.
Specifically, we describe how the process of learning a GrowCode
program that grows graphs having specific static or dynamic prop-
erties can be framed as a non-linear optimization problem, and ap-
proached successfully using genetic programming techniques.
A major benefit of framing the search for a growth model this way
is that very specific and often difficult to express graph properties
can easily be encoded into the fitness function used during the opti-
Figure 6.1: GC: Influence Operations
Schematic of the three influence operations. First node u influences i s neighbors with
probability p, then the influenced neighbors v influence their neighbors with probability
p2. If u were to detach from its influenced neighbors the two edges indicated by the gray
arrows would be removed from the graph. Finally, w an attach to all nodes influ nced by
u.
tion should be executed. Each time the instruction is executed, the instruction is modified
by decrementing the value of i by 1. When i = 0, the instruction will no longer be exe-
cuted and the value of PCwill not be rewound. The parameters of the rewind instruction are
reset between consecutive program executions. The other instruction in this group, SKIP
INSTRUCTION(p), advances the PC by a value of 2 with probability p. This allows the next
instruction to be conditionally executed with probability 1− p.
Register Operations. Finally, the register operations allow one to manipulate the 3 reg-
isters directly. The SET(i) instruction assigns integer i to r2. The SAVE operation copies
the contents of r0 into r2. Conversely, LOAD places the contents of r2 into r0. The
SWAP operation swaps the contents of r0 and r1. Finally, the CLEAR r2 sets the contents
of r2 to NIL.
6.3 Representing Existing Models
To demonstrate the generality of the GrowCode instruction set, we show how it can be
used to express three existing network growth models, Barabási-Albert (B-A) [8], duplica-
tion and mutation with complementarity (DMC) [128], and forest fire (FF) [75] by writing
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Algorithm 7: GC: B-A Program
NEW NODE // Create a new node, u
SAVE
RANDOM EDGE // Choose a random edge, e
SKIP INSTRUCTION(0.5) // Choose random endpoint v of e
SWAP
LOAD
CREATE EDGE // Create an edge between v and u
REWIND(5, i) // Attach it to i random nodes
Barabási-Albert
hand-coded GrowCode programs that match the properties of these models. These growth
models match different classes of real-world networks, and they exhibit different topolog-
ical qualities. For example, the DMC model (with the appropriate parameters) produces
graphs with a range of clustering coefficients that match those observed in protein-protein
interaction networks, while the FF model produces graphs that exhibit shrinking diameter
and a densification power law property as they grow. Despite significant differences in
the mechanisms they model and the graph properties they produce, there are fairly simple
GrowCode programs capable of representing each of these models while using the same set
of primitive instructions. The instructions are re-used in different models which indicates
their overall utility in expressing different network growth behavior.
6.3.1 Barabási-Albert
In the B-A model, new nodes added to the growing network are more likely to connect to
existing high-degree nodes [8]. This process reproduces the scale-free degree distribution
often found in real-world networks, where there are relatively few nodes having a very high
degree and a long tail of low-degree nodes.
The GrowCode program in Algorithm 7 closely simulates the B-A model. While
there are subtle differences between the program and the model, the graphs generated
by the program match those produced by B-A closely. The essence of the B-A model
is encoded in lines 3–5. The RANDOM EDGE instruction (line 3) picks an edge that is
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likely to have a high-degree node as one of its endpoints. The probability that a ran-
domly chosen edge e contains the node u is directly proportional to the degree of u:
d(u)/ |E| = 2d(u)/∑v∈V d(v). Once e is selected, instructions 4 and 5 choose an end-
point for this edge at random to ensure that there is no bias when selecting a node within
the edge. This process selects nodes proportional to their degree as desired with the minor
difference that the degrees d(u) are changed as the program executes, in contrast to B-A .
The newly added node is then connected to u (line 7) completing the preferential attach-
ment of the new node. The rewind on line 8 iterates this procedure so that we connect the
new node to i existing nodes.
6.3.2 Duplication and Divergence
The duplication and mutation with complementarity model [128] (abbreviated DMC) aims
to reproduce the topological characteristics of protein interaction networks. Under the
DMC model, the driving mechanism of network growth is the duplication of existing nodes.
The model has two parameters, qMOD and qCON, that govern the process as follows. Each new
node u chooses an anchor v and attaches to all of v’s neighbors. Then, for each node w
now adjacent to both u and v, an edge is randomly chosen that connects w either to u or
v, and the edge is removed with probability qMOD. Finally, the edge {u, v} is added with
probability qCON. This mechanism of growth is motivated by the common occurrence of
gene duplication, wherein genes, the precursors of proteins, are commonly copied within
the genome. Initially, the copied genes are exact duplicates, and therefore the resultant
proteins maintain the same set of interactions as the original protein. However, after du-
plication, evolutionary pressure on genes to maintain the interactions is reduced, and the
interaction patterns between the original and copied genes start to diverge. Algorithm 8
gives a close approximation to the DMC model in GrowCode.
The DMC model presented in Algorithm 8 differs slightly from that introduced by
Vazquez et al. [128] in that we cannot precisely mimic the procedure of selecting shared
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Algorithm 8: GC: DMC Program
DMC RANDOM NODE // Put a random node v in r0
SET(1) // Set r2 (k-hop for influence) to 1
INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(1.0) // Influence v’s neighbors
SWAP // Swap r0 and r1
NEW NODE // Create a new node u and put it in r0
ATTACH TO INFLUENCED // Connect u to influenced nodes
CLEAR INFLUENCED
INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(qMOD/2) // Influence u’s neighbors
SWAP
INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(qMOD/2) // Influence v’s neighbors
DETACH FROM INFLUENCED // Actually delete edges from v
SWAP
DETACH FROM INFLUENCED // Do the same for u
CLEAR INFLUENCED
SKIP INSTRUCTION(1.0− qCON) // Skip adding {u, v}
CREATE EDGE // with probability qCON
neighbors of u and v with probability qCON and then deleting the edge to one or the other.
However, to achieve a similar effect, we can influence the shared neighbors of each node
with probability qMOD/2 (lines 8 and 10) after we have copied v’s neighborhood to u. If
the set of influenced neighbors is disjoint, then the influence instruction has exactly the
same effect as the traditional DMC operation. It is possible that a neighboring node will
be influenced by both u and v. Complementarity (the fact that only the edge to u or v
is removed, and not both) is maintained in this case as well since the mark on the shared
node will be overwritten, ensuring that only one of {u,w} and {v, w} can be deleted. This
procedure can result in values of qMOD having a slightly different effect in the GrowCode
program as compared to the original DMC model. However, we have verified that graphs
generated by GrowCode DMC and the original DMC have similar Zipf plots (through vi-
sual inspection) and clustering coefficients (section 6.5.3), which are the two features on
which the authors of the DMC model focused. Further, Algorithm 8 produces graphs with
similar Zipf plots and clustering coefficients as those observed in the yeast protein inter-
action network. Thus, despite the subtle differences, the GrowCode algorithm 8 maintains
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Algorithm 9: GC: FF Program
FF
RANDOM NODE // Put a random node in r0
CLEAR r2 // Clear r2 to allow full graph influence
INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS(b) // Breadth-first recursive influence
SWAP // Move the random node into r1
NEW NODE // Create a new node, u
CREATE EDGE ATTACH TO INFLUENCED // Connect u to influenced
nodes
the essential characteristics of the original growth model.
6.3.3 Forest Fire
The forest fire (FF) model [75] was first introduced to model scale-free degree distributions
(of both in-degree and out-degree) as well as shrinking diameter and densification over
time (under certain parameter regimes). The FF model is very intuitive and easy to explain
from the perspective of network growth. We present a model that has been slightly altered
to apply to undirected networks. When a new node u enters the network, it chooses an
existing node v uniformly at random to act as an ambassador, and the edge {u, v} is added
to the network. Next, a number n is drawn from a geometric distribution with probability b
of success, and n neighbors of v are chosen to be burned. An edge is added from u to each
of these burned nodes, and the process of selecting a set of neighbors and burning them is
repeated recursively.
Algorithm 9 shows a GrowCode program that encodes the forest fire model. We observe
that it produces networks with the same essential characteristics as those produced via the
forest fire model. In particular, the networks produced by algorithm 9 exhibit (for certain
parameter ranges of b) shrinking diameter and densification power law during network
growth.
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6.4 Learning GrowCode Models
One of the benefits of expressing growth models as a set of instructions is that we can
now formalize the problem of learning a growth model as an optimization problem over
the space of GrowCode programs. Given a set of graph features, we use genetic program-
ming techniques to learn a GrowCode program that produces graphs closely approximating
these features. These graph properties are encoded into the fitness function of an individual
GrowCode program. The goal of our learning procedure is not to recover previously pro-
posed growth models, but rather to learn programs that grow graphs that are representative
of a particular class of graphs as measured under specific similarity measures.
6.4.1 Constructing a Fitness Function
We define a feature collection x = [x1, x2, . . . , xm] to be a m-long vector of features
where each property xi may be a scalar (such as clustering coefficient) or a vector (such
as a sampling of the graph’s effective diameter during its growth process). The goal of
the feature collection is to represent the essential graph characteristics that we want our
growth model to match. We define a (possibly weighted) similarity measure between any









where s`(·, ·) is a user-defined measure of similarity between the `th features of the collec-
tions. This measure of similarity can be as simple as the inverse of the difference between
the two features (e.g. for scalar features), or it could be as complex as a measure of the
similarity of distributions (for more complex features). The only requirement on s`(xi`, x
j
`)
is that it should be a monotonically non-decreasing function of similarity between the two
features, and it should achieve its maximum value when xi` = x
j
` . The w` allow one to
weight each feature differently, forcing the optimization procedure to prefer some features
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over the others. In the experiments reported here, w` = 1 for all `.
We define the fitness of a GrowCode program based on ??. Let xT be a target feature
collection and let xP be a random variable representing the feature collection for the graph
generated by the randomized program P. Then we can define our problem as the search for
P∗ such that:
P∗ = arg max
P
E[s(xP,xT)], (6.2)
where the expectation is taken over various runs of P. That is, we seek the program P∗ such
that the graph generated by P∗ are expected to have features most similar to those given
by xT as measured by the similarity function s(·, ·). This optimization problem is difficult
given the size of the space of potential programs. To tackle this problem effectively, we
adopt genetic programming techniques which have proven effective in similarly difficult
optimization scenarios.
6.4.2 Optimization with Genetic Algorithms
We use the ECJ package [82] to perform the optimization, and we use its abilities to evalu-
ate individuals within a generation in parallel, customize the selection methods and breed-
ing architecture for multiple sub-populations, perform NSGA-II multi-objective optimiza-
tion [32], and handle arbitrary representations of fixed and variable length genomes.
Each individual encodes a program. At each generation, we evaluate the fitness for all
individuals in the fixed-size population. Each program’s fitness is calculated by running
it for k iterations, and comparing its feature vector xP against the target set of features.
This is repeated some number M times, and the results are averaged, so that the fitness of
program P is:
F(P) = avg s(xP,xT). (6.3)
Alternatively, we can average each s`(xi`, x
j
`) in ?? as a separate objective, and employ a
multi-objective optimization strategy (e.g. NSGA-II) [32].
When breeding individual programs, a two-point crossover operation allows the pro-
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grams to mix with each other thus varying their contents and length. At the end of each
generation, individuals compete in a tournament of successive comparisons of two ran-
domly chosen individuals, where winners are chosen deterministically based on the higher
fitness value. Winners of the tournament become members of the subsequent population.
Individuals are drawn with replacement and can thus be replicated in the subsequent pop-
ulation. More fit individuals are more likely to win tournaments, making “elite” members
more likely to survive into the next generation.
6.5 Applications to Synthetic and Real Networks
We demonstrate the use of our framework to learn GrowCode programs that produce net-
works matching specified properties of both synthetic and real networks. Unless specified
otherwise, we use the following parameters in our optimization procedures. All programs
in the first generation of an optimization are initialized randomly with 10 instructions.
Each generation consists of 100 programs that are evaluated on the basis of a single-
objective (section 6.5.1) or multi-objective (sections 6.5.2 to 6.5.4) fitness function. In-
dividuals are chosen to advance to successive generations using tournament-selection. At
the start of each generation, the population of individuals is bred from the selected individ-
uals from the previous generation using two-point list crossover breeding. This produces
new individuals, potentially with programs of different length, which are then subject to
mutation (we use a mutation rate of 0.1). The optimization procedure is carried out for 15
generations, and we select the most fit individual from the final generation as the represen-
tative GrowCode program against which we compare other models.
6.5.1 Learning Scale-free Graphs
Scale-free distributions are the key network property that motivated the B-A growth model,
and we show that GrowCode can learn models that produce scale-free distributions. Given
the large space of models defined by the instruction set and their parameters, it is unclear
at first if effectively exploring this space is even possible.
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We measure the similarity of two degree distributions via a shape function. Although
one straightforward option is to choose the goodness of fit to a scale-free distribution as
one of our features, this approach is specific to scale-free distributions, and in general, we
would like to generate graphs that match the shape of any specified degree distribution, not
only scale-free distributions. We define the shape ψshape of a graph to be the cumulative
distribution of node degrees where the support of the distribution (the degrees of the nodes)
is normalized between 0 and 1. This normalization allows for the comparison of the degree








‖ψishape −ψjshape‖1 + ε
, (6.4)
where ε is a small positive constant to assure that the fitness is defined (as a large value)
when the shapes coincide exactly.
The B-A model is parameterized on i, the number of vertices to which a new vertex
connects. To get the target degree distribution shape for various i, we generate graphs for
i = 3, 4, 5, 6 and obtain maximum-likelihood exponents of α = 2.61, 2.71, 2.73, 2.92,
respectively. We then use sshape in ?? to define the fitness of a program as the difference in
degree-distribution shape between the graphs produced by the program and the estimated
target shape.
With this fitness, GrowCode learns many non-identical programs that are scale free.
Algorithm 10 shows one of the effective scale free GrowCode programs learned during
the optimization process. To test for the plausibility of a scale-free distribution, we use
statistical tests specific to that distribution as described in [25]. We find that even though
the α parameter was not directly used in the fitness function, the networks instantiated from
the learned models that pass the scale-free test have an average α value of 2.69, which is
reasonably close to that of the target graphs.
In fact, we posit that it is quite easy for our optimization procedure to discover a Grow-
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Algorithm 10: GC: Learned Scale-Free Program










Code program that produces networks with a scale-free degree distribution. Figure 6.2
shows a trace of one of the optimization runs when attempting to fit a degree-distribution
generated from the B-A model with i = 4. Scale-free models are discovered in the first
generation of the optimization procedure, even before fitness selection has had an opportu-
nity to affect the population. The total fitness of the scale-free individuals grows quickly,
and by generation 6, is already substantially greater than the total fitness of the non-scale-
free individuals (figure 6.2). These observations have two implications. First, the shape
function seems to correlate well with the scale-free plausibility of the graph. Second, dis-
covering a scale-free model is not difficult.
6.5.2 Performance on a Social Network
We apply GrowCode to a recent network of co-authorship of genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) [17]. We consider the social network of “repeated co-authorship” where
pairs of scientists are linked if they published together more than once. This network is as-
sociated with a high assortativity (0.19), which implies that scientists who collaborate pro-
lifically tend to connect with scientists who also collaborate with many other researchers.
We simultaneously optimize for the shape distribution feature commonly studied in social
networks [25] and assortativity using the multi-objective scheme of section 6.4.2.
We compare graphs generated by GrowCode programs to graphs generated by the Kro-
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e) Scale free individuals
Remaining population
Figure 6.2: GC: Rapid Discovery of Scale-Free Programs
Total fitness for shape (sshape) at each generation. The total fitness for those individuals
that pass the scale-free plausibility test is drawn in red, while the total fitness for the rest
of the individuals in the generation is drawn in blue. After just the fifth generation, the
total fitness of scale-free individuals is approximately twice as large as the remaining
population.
necker model [76], a fast, recursive graph generation model that has been shown to re-
produce many characteristics of real-world networks. The Kronecker model requires pa-
rameters to generate random graphs with the desired properties, and we use the KronFit
maximum-likelihood algorithm on the GWAS graph to estimate these parameters. We
compare the features of 100 graphs generated by each model to the real GWAS network.
The learned GrowCode model better matches the assortativity of the original graph as
well as the shape of the degree distribution (Figure 6.3) than the best-fit Kronecker model.
The average shape difference of the GrowCode model (mean 8.47, std. dev 2.24) is closer
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Figure 6.3: GC: Fitting GWAS Network
GWAS target network. Each point represents a single generated graph from a model. The
x axis represents the difference between the assortativity of a graph and the target
co-authorship graph. The y axis represents the difference between the shape of a learned
graph and the co-authorship graph. The green dot represents a perfect match to the
co-authorship graph.
to the shape of the co-authorship network than that for the Kronecker model (mean 16.6,
std. dev 3.09). The mean assortativity for the GrowCode graphs is 0.206 while the mean
for the Kronecker graphs is 0.165. However, in this case, different graphs produced by the
GrowCode model are associated with a wider range of assortativity values (std. dev 0.0208)
than the Kronecker graphs (std. dev 0.00629).
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6.5.3 Performance on a Biological Network
We demonstrate the ability of GrowCode to learn a program that generates graphs similar to
a high-quality and recent yeast protein interaction network compiled by Gibson et al. [53].
We optimize for both the shape distribution and the clustering coefficient, both shown to be
biologically relevant in protein interaction networks [128]. We follow a similar procedure
as in section 6.5.2, but instead of the Kronecker model, we use the DMC model as the
baseline comparison. We determined the best parameters for DMC (qmod = 0.55 and qcon =
0.37) via a grid search over the parameter space, and we selected the pair of parameters for
which the graphs produced by the model closely match the number of edges, clustering
coefficient, and diameter of the input PPI network.
The networks generated by the learned GrowCode program match the target charac-
teristics of the real network substantially better than the networks produced by the DMC
model (Figure 6.4). The mean average clustering coefficient produced by the GrowCode
program is 0.091 (std. dev 0.006), which matches the average clustering coefficient (0.099)
of the protein interaction network very well. Conversely, the mean average clustering co-
efficient produced by DMC is 0.227 (std. dev 0.013) which is quite far from the true value.
The results for the shape distribution yield a similar conclusion (figure 6.4). Over the
random networks generated by the GrowCode program, the average shape distribution dis-
tance is 4.58 (std. dev 1.69) while the average distance among the DMC-generated net-
works is 15.48 (std. dev 6.29). The GrowCode program not only produces graphs that
match the target better but also that exhibit greater parametric stability (i.e. less variance)
with regard to these metrics.
6.5.4 Performance on a technological network
Above, we showed that GrowCode performs well when learning models for pairs of net-





















Figure 6.4: GC: Fitting Yeast PPI
PPI target network. Each point represents a single generated graph. The x axis gives the
difference between the average clustering coefficients of a graph and the protein
interaction graph. The y axis gives the difference between the shape of a learned graph
and the protein interaction graph. The green dot represents the origin and the protein
interaction graph.
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Figure 6.5: GC: Fitting AS Network
AS target network. Each point represents a single generated graph. The difference
between the coefficients of a graph and the AS graph are plotted for three pairs of network
properties: average clustering vs. assortativity, shape vs. assortativity, and shape vs.
average clustering. The green dot represents the origin and the AS graph.
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had been studied in the context of the corresponding class of network. The GrowCode
framework is not restricted to only two target features, and here, we provide evidence that
it is possible to extend the learning process to more attributes. Using the Autonomous Sys-
tems (AS) Route View graph discussed in [76] as a target, we learn a GrowCode program
by simultaneously optimizing for all three of the previously considered features (shape,
assortativity, and average clustering coefficient). In this case, 150 individuals were evolved
for 25 generations. As in Section 6.5.2, we compare graphs generated by the learned Grow-
Code program to those generated by the Kronecker model.
The three plots in Figure 6.5 show that for all pairs of properties, graphs generated by
GrowCode are close to the real world network and, in fact, match the AS graph better than
those generated by the Kronecker model. Note that the plots show only two dimensions
at a time, but a single learned GrowCode program was optimized for all three features at
once. As with the biological network in Section 6.5.3, the GrowCode program produces
graphs that have low variance with respect to the target topological properties.
6.5.5 GrowCode generates random models
To ensure that the diversity of the graphs produced by GrowCode matches that of those
produced by hand-coded models, we computed the mean and standard deviation of the
spectral distance between 100 graphs generated by both the traditional B-A model and the
GrowCode program that best fit a scale-free graph. The spectral distance is a reasonable,
efficiently-computable measure of graph similarity that correlates well with graph edit dis-
tance [131]. In order to estimate spectral distances between graphs, we used a discretized
histogram of the normalized Laplacian eigenvalue distribution (100 bins). The spectral
distance is then the Euclidean distance between such histograms.
As Table 6.2 shows, GrowCode does not produce deterministic models, and in fact the
models learned by GrowCode generate an ensemble of graphs that has higher diversity than
the ensemble produced by the B-A model, despite matching the target properties better.
Similar diversity is also observed when this experiment is repeated to compare graphs
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Table 6.2: GC: Generated Graphs Are Random
Mean and standard deviation (µ± σ) of spectral distance between all graphs generated by
the B-A model and by GrowCode programs.
i 3 4 5 6
B-A 0.0086± 0.0058 0.0034± 0.0007 0.0029± 0.0006 0.0026± 0.0005
GC 0.0141± 0.0115 0.0252± 0.0206 0.0288± 0.0228 0.0182± 0.0152
generated by the optimal model learned by GrowCode to fit the yeast PPI network and the
graphs generated by DMC (data not shown).
6.6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced a novel framework, GrowCode, for representing network growth mod-
els as programs composed from a short and descriptive set of instructions. We demonstrate
that this representation is sufficiently general to reproduce close approximations to several
existing growth models. Additionally, this formal encoding allows for an effective search
procedure to find models with desired properties. In representative social, biological, and
technological networks, a fairly fast optimization procedure (no run took more than 30 min-
utes for two objectives and no more than 4 hours for three objectives) is able to produce
GrowCode programs that are competitive with recent network growth models designed to
match properties of graphs in these domains.
We are also able to match scale-free graphs with several different attachment parame-
ters i, and we are able to learn GrowCode programs that pass rigorous statistical tests for
scale-free plausibility. Indeed, our optimization procedure comes across scale-free Grow-
Code programs quickly, and by the end yields a large number of non-identical programs
that produce graphs passing the scale-free plausibility test. Additionally, we show that the
graphs produced by these GrowCode programs are at least as diverse as graphs generated
by the B-A model. This indicates that the scale-free property is quite ubiquitous among
possible growth models.
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The framework presented here applies to both undirected and unattributed networks,
yet we believe it can be extended to handle directed networks and networks with node
and edge attributes. Certain generalizations may be achieved by extending the instruction
set, for example, by incorporating instructions that create and modify directed edges, al-
low node attributes to spread throughout the network, or that encode a more complex and
general influence mechanism. Others may require enhancements to the machine. For ex-
ample, handling edge attributes may require the addition of an edge memory akin to the
label memory of the current machine. Such modifications, however, are not conceptually
difficult, though their careful design is important.
Finally, although the instructions used in GrowCode programs are individually inter-
pretable, the optimization procedure may produce programs whose overall growth mech-
anisms are sometimes, though not always, opaque. In the future, we plan to explore how
ensembles of learned programs can be analyzed to extract from them interpretable mecha-
nisms of growth by finding commonly occurring instruction patterns (motifs). For example,
on further analysis of programs like Algorithm 10, we have noticed certain repeated pat-
terns of instructions that are often used to match scale-free networks and to create edges
to existing nodes proportional to their degrees. These patterns show up with NEW NODE
and CREATE EDGE instructions as well as the influence operations. Mining GrowCode





In this dissertation, we have presented effective computational methods to attack several
important problems in the analysis of biological networks. Chapter 2 discusses a diverse
ensemble of classifiers that can be used to effectively infer the network that represents
the binding affinity relationship between epitopes and human immunoglobulin antibodies.
Furthermore, we successfully combined this classifier with a de novo peptide generation
technique, and were able to produce a diverse array of peptides which, when experimentally
tested, closely matched our predictions of binding affinity.
Chapter 3 introduced a novel method, GHOST, to perform global biological network
alignment. GHOST is a hybrid method that combines many different computational ingre-
dients including a new multiscale spectral signature, a seed-and-extend alignment approach
combined with an approximate solution to the quadratic assignment problem and even a lo-
cal search procedure, to arrive at a high quality (in terms of both biological relevance and
shared topology) network alignment. We demonstrate, through a series of experiments, that
the alignments produced by GHOST represent a substantially better combination of bio-
logical and topological quality than those produced by alternative alignment procedures.
Chapters 4 and 5 both explore the ancestral network reconstruction problem. In Chap-
ter 4, we develop a novel combinatorial encoding for interaction histories that admits an
efficient dynamic programming solution to find almost parsimonious histories efficiently.
We show how phylogenetic branch lengths can be incorporated into the dynamic program
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as a soft constraint and demonstrate that our approach achieves good performance on both
synthetic and real networks. This approach, however, like most parsimony approaches,
only finds one from among a potentially huge number of solutions having an equal cost.
We extend our method significantly in Chapter 5, and develop an approach that is capable of
summing over all optimal and near-optimal solutions. We call this improved method a sum
over parsimonious histories approach to ancestral network reconstruction, and demonstrate
that it is both effective at inferring ancestral interactions and highly robust to noisy input
data, a condition that is very important given current experimental error rates. Finally,
we show how this new approach can be employed to impute protein interactions, which
are potentially missing from experimental data, for which there is experimental evidence.
The sum over parsimonious histories approach is thus useful both for inferring ancestral
interactions and prioritizing potentially burdensome and time-consuming experiments.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present a non-parametric method for learning network growth
models that produce networks matching desired topological features. We represent network
growth models as programs, with instructions that perform different primitive topological
operations, that run on a virtual machine. We call this system GrowCode. To the best
of our knowledge, it represents the first work in the area of automatically learning new
network growth models, as previous related work has either focused on manually con-
structed models or on automatic techniques to learn parameters for existing models. We
show that we are able to automatically learn GrowCode models, using linear genetic pro-
gramming techniques, which closely match target topological characteristics of real-world
networks. In fact, we demonstrate results on 3 classes of networks — biological, social and
technological — where automatically learned GrowCode models are able to match target
characteristics of real world networks more closely existing manually constructed growth
models with optimized parameters.
In all of the cases above, we have demonstrated how appropriately modeling the prob-
lem and applying carefully designed algorithms can lead to effective solutions to very dif-
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ficult problems involving the inference, comparison and evolution of biological networks.
The success of these approaches, and the manner in which they are related, naturally leads
to a few directions for future work.
7.1 Future Work
We plan to extend GHOST to handle directed and multimodal networks, which will allow
us to align regulatory and metabolic network in addition to the protein interaction net-
works we already handle. Additionally, we plan to extend GHOST to allow for local and
approximate alignments. While global alignment enforces a unique and singular mapping
for each protein from the smaller of the two networks being aligned, such constraints are
not part of a local alignment. The more lenient local alignment problem may better reflect
the true versatility of homologous proteins which can perform multiple functions as part
of different pathways in different species. Further, given that our current biological net-
work data is known to be both incomplete and noisy — containing both false-positive and
false-negative interactions — local alignment may provide a more enticing way to compare
biological networks, especially among highly divergent species.
We also plan to extend our ancestral network reconstruction framework — specifically
the sum over parsimonious histories approach — to incorporate a broader range of evolu-
tionary events. In particular, we plan to modify our framework to account for lateral gene
transfer and novel gene birth events, in which genes are introduced to an organism from
outside the normal processes of duplication an divergence. Though these events are much
less common than gene duplication and loss in determining the evolutionary history of bio-
logical networks, they may nonetheless play an important role, particularly in bacteria and
archaea, where lateral gene transfer is known to be somewhat prevalent [46].
Further, we recognize that there is a deep relationship between network alignment and
ancestral network reconstruction, and we believe that our approaches can be combined to
improve both of these tasks. For example, having a reasonable approximation of the inter-
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action network of the common ancestor of two extant species provides important informa-
tion that can greatly improve potential network alignments, as it provides an intermediate
network (i.e. the ancestral network), in which the shared structure has been made explicit.
Knowing how protein and interactions in the ancestral network map to those of the ex-
tant network greatly constrains the alignment problem, as only alignments between extant
networks that respect this ancestral mapping need to be considered.
Conversely, accurate network alignments provide valuable information that aids in the
ancestral network reconstruction problem. Specifically, the proper classification of proteins
into different homology groups is an essential step in the process of ancestral network
reconstruction. In many instances, assigning homology based on sequence similarity is
sufficient, but this is not always the case. Network alignment provides a complementary
line of evidence that allows us to improve the homology mapping between species, and
therefore, to improve the input to our ancestral network reconstruction procedures.
Finally, both the problem of reconstructing ancestral network state and aligning bio-
logical networks rely on our understanding of the procedure by which the networks them-
selves grow. For example, our combinatorial framework for encoding interaction histories
is based on a generalized duplication and divergence model of network growth. While this
is likely the right class of growth model to describe how regulatory and protein interac-
tion networks evolve, the evolution of different types and groups of biological networks
are probably better approximated by variations of this model. Having a more accurate
and network-specific growth model may allow for a more accurate inference of the ances-
tral state of that network. This, in turn, may lead to more accurate network alignments.
In fact, one might consider a pipeline where, given a set of extant networks, a specific
network growth model is learned which accurately describes the topological properties of
these networks. Then, both the reconstruction of the ancestral states of these networks and
the alignments between them are iteratively improved by supplying the output of the an-
cestral network reconstruction procedure to the alignment procedure and vice versa. Such
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an iterative approach to solving these problems may yield results substantially better than
any existing algorithms, including those presented in this dissertation. Such computational
approaches to these difficult problems may allow us to gain insight and understanding of
the structure and evolution of biological networks that would otherwise remain hidden.
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